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ABSTRACT 

The dissertation addresses one aspect of the 
hydrodynamic and bottom topography interactions within 
a shallow sea. We investi~a~ causes for the suprlslng 
lack of overall motion of the linear sand ridges that 
lie within the energetic wind-wave and tidal regime of 
the Southern Bight. 

There are many problems associated with the 
accurate estimation of ocean fluid velocity. However, 
it was found that this was the only significant 
parameter that could be collected and analysed with 
the accuracy required for a scientific investigation. 
No detailed measurements were taken of the sea-bed 
features or of the suspended and bed-load sediment 
concentrations. 

The particular linear sand ridge investigated 
was the South Falls bank. The tidal flow was measured 
using current meter rigs on and off the bank. 
Analytical and numerical modelling of the hydrodynamic 
equations was compared with these current meter values 
for the fluid velocity field. It was found that a 
simple two-dimen~lon~I model that agreed well with 
observations of fluid velocity implies that, locally 
the tidal friction is insensitive to change of depth. 

A Seasat synthetic aperture radar image of the 
Southern Bight showed grey-scale variation strongly 
related to the bottom topography, with increased 
brightness on the western flank of the sandbanks and 
sand waves of the region. A tidal surface velocity 
field was generated, for the time of the image, by 
reference to the measured velocities over the bank. 
It was estimated that the wave-current interaction, 
due to radiation stress effects, would have produced 
changes in the surface roughness over the bank that 
relate well to the image brightness variation. 

The flow over a rough strip of the sea-bed 
within a constant depth region or a core of relict 
beach material are each sufficient for bank 
generation. The relation of the present flow regime 
over South Falls bank to that of the flow over a rough 
strip suggests that the cross-sectional area of the 
central portion of the bank is stable. The South 
Falls cross-section shape may be a result of wave 
blocking rather than a westward sediment transport. 
Secondary flow acts to give a frictional bottom flow 
everywhere within the Southern Bight. This must change 
at the bank and may integrate to helical vortices. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation addresses one aspect of the general problem 

of estimating interactions between the bottom topography and the 

hydrodynamics of shallow seas. The submerged continental margins 

contain a quantity of loose particulate matter that has accumulated as 

sedimentary bedforms which are often modified by the water flow that 

they locally distort. However, within this highly mobile hydraulic 

regime some bedforms are suprisingly stable. It has been suggested by 

Jelgersma(1919) that some linear sand ridges have not changed in size 

or position since 6000 BP. The unexpected longevity and positional 

stability of these bedforms is the subject under investigation. 

Within this chapter we first give a summary of the content and 

contribution of this dissertation. We then cover some basic material 

in order to formulate the problem of estimating the hydrodynamics of a 

linear sand ridge and then review the history of the problem. 

Chapter II covers the preliminary investigations into field 

work techniques and research methods to be used. 

Chapter III contains the work on tidal flow over a sand ridge. 

The measured flow is compared with a modelled velocity field generated 

from the hydrodynamic equations. 

Chapter IV contains the investigation into the relationship 

between the bank and the gravity waves that impinge upon it. 

The last chapter has discussion, a summary and conclusions. 
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1.1 BACKGROUND 

The mean depth of the oceans is 3.8Km (Sverdrup,1942), whereas 

the depth of a continental shelf sea is less than 200m. The effect 

upon a shallow sea of its boundary shape, coupled with this massive 

depth variation, can considerably enhance the very small amplitude of 

the ocean tidal wave. The resultant resonant tidal wave motion upon 

the continental shelf has the frequency of a tidal motion but a much 

larger amplitude and, hence, large tidal stream velocities. 

I. 1. 1 North Sea Hydrodynamics 

As shown in fig.I.la the North Sea is approximately 600Km wide 

by 1000Km long. If we exclude the Dogger bank, the large shallow 

central feature, then the average depths of northeast/southwest 

transects vary steadily from 150m in the North to 50m in the South. 

Detail of the semi-diurnal (M2) tidal component within the 

North Sea is given in fig.I.1b. This spatial variation of the tide 

over this region was given by Proudman and Doodson(1924). The tidal 

wave is trapped by the coast of Britain and forms two amphidromes 

within the main body of the North Sea. This effect has been modelled 

by Taylor(1921) as superimposed south and north-going Kelvin waves in 

a semi-infinite basin of constant depth. These waves are perfectly 

reflected by the rigid southern boundary of the model. The Easterly 

offset of the northern amphidrome has been assumed to be due to 

friction effects (Oefant,1960). However, an alternate explanation was 

given by Brown(1978) who modelled the amphidromic offset as an effect 

of the energy flow through an oscillating southern boundary. 
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1.1.2. The Southern Bight of the North Sea 

The Norfolk Banks are shown in fig.l.la at 2deg E Longitude, 

where the 30m water depth rises in places to less than 5m below the 

surface. This area joins with the Terschelling Bank to give a 30m 

water depth bar along the 53.5deg line of Latitude. This may be taken 

as the northern boundary of the Southern Bight with southern boundary 

the Dover Straits. 

An average depth for the region is 30m with depths of 40m 

within the central area. The Southern Bight has only a few bare rock 

outcrops in an extensive sand cover that is formed into sand-ribbons, 

sheets, sand-wave fields and linear sand ridges. The various 

sedimentary bedforms are described in Dyer(1986). 

There is a central strip of deep water running south from the 

Norfolk Banks down through the Straits of Dover. This is the old 

Lobourg/Rhine buried river channel (O'Olier, personal communication), 

and it crosses the Falls Banks complex at the Falls Gap. To the north, 

on the western flank of this channel is the North Falls Bank. 

As shown in fig.I.lb, the Southern Bight contains an 

amphidromic system that is driven by the time-variation of the water 

levels at its northern boundary. This effect is modified by the open 

boundary to the south at the Dover Straits and the resulting tidal 

ellipses are given as fig.I.2. These ellipses indicate that, for much 

of the Southern Bight, the water velocities associated with this tidal 

frequency wave are rectilinear in nature, giving a reversing flow 

which resembles that of a narrow estuary. 
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1.1.3. The Outer Thames Estuary 

From the West the Southern Bight is fed by the waters of the 

Thames. As shown in fig.3,4, the depth within the estuary only exceeds 

10m in the channels cut into the Tertiary, London Clay Formation. 

Narrow shallow ridges and much broader shallow banks are found, some 

of which are exposed at low tide. In fig.2 the tidal ellipse off the 

North Foreland indicates some rotation with tidal phase but, in the 

deep channels shown in fig.4 the flow is simply reversing. 

1.1.4. The South Falls Bank 

This bank lies on the eastern flank of the Lobourg buried 

river channel, in 40m depth of water with the bank crest covered by 

less than 10m water. As shown in fig.I.4,5, at the 20m water depth 

contour, the overall dimensions are roughly 500m by 28km. A 

spectacular feature of the Southern Bight sand cover, it is 

exceptionally long, thin and straight, with no obvious relationship to 

the coastline shape or to any other bank. This straight bank can be 

modelled easily since it varies little, in lithology or morphology, 

along its whole length. The sonogram cross-section of fig.I.G shows a 

depth change of 30m over a distance of only 400m, giving an eastern 

flank slope of 6deg to the horizontal with western flank slope 3deg. 

With such extreme depth changes the bank should demonstrate clearly 

the hydrodynamics of a linear sand ridge, and it has the additional 

simplification of just one varying horizontal dimension. The maximum 

velocities of the tidal stream associated with this area are given in 

fig.I.2 as 2.5knots. The tidal ellipse is narrow so the assumption of 

a simple reversing flow is appropriate. 
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1.2 THE LINEAR SAND RIDGE PROBLEM 

Linear sand ridges, which are also called tidal current ridges 

(Off,1963), are very large, long and narrow sedimentary bedforms, that 

are composed of sand. They are aligned at a small angle to the 

predominant tidal stream direction (Kenyon et al,1981). The problem 

addressed is that of the genesis and long-term positional and 

dimensional stability of sand ridges. We first consider the general 

problem of the formation and mobility of sedimentary bedforms. 

I. 2.1 Sediment transport and topography 

Whereas sedimentary material in the oceans is mainly biogenic, 

in coastal seas siliceous, particulate matter is a product of erosion. 

Whilst friction of a tidal stream in shallow water can be 

considerable, over exposed rock and even the London Clay of the 

Southern Bight, erosion is slow. However, wave action does actively 

erode the coastline, particularly in East Anglia. Other loose 

material within a coastal sea is a product of the weathering of the 

nearby land mass that is delivered to the sea by river flow over long 

time periods. In addition, wind and glacial action and the submergence 

of land areas have provided much of the potentially mobile material of 

the Southern Bight. 

The erosive action of wind waves or a tidal stream over loose 

fine-grained sediment can be very strong, and rapid modification of 

the bottom topography is possible. This action of the water flow over 

a loose boundary can create a variety of sedimentary bedforms on many 

different lengthscales. 
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The various bedforms are described by many authors, including 

Allen(1968), Kennedy(1969) and Dyer(1986). Sand banks may be formed 

as longitudinal features that separate the deep channels of a river or 

estuary such as the Thames, as can be seen in fig. 1.3,4. However, 

sand banks vary greatly in size and shape and other methods of 

formation are possible. The largest and most elongate sand banks are 

described below. 

1.2.2. Tidal current ridges 

These bedforms, also called linear sand ridges, are aligned at 

a small angle to the predominant tidal stream direction. Typically up 

to 30m in height, they are highly elongate being 1-5km wide and often 

more than 20 km in length. In his global study of linear sand ridges, 

Off(1963) showed that linear sand ridges are common within the shallow 

coastal seas of the submerged continental margins. These areas are 

subject to resonant tidal motions that can generate very high values 

for the tidal streams. Off identified several concentrations of these 

bedforms around the British Isles, many of which lie within or 

adjacent to the Southern Bight of the North Sea. 

The existence, position, size, shape and stability of many 

shallow sedimentary bedforms can be related to the supply of sand to 

the region and to the parameters that describe the 20 hydraulic regime 

in which they are found. For linear sand ridges not one of these 

factors can be easily explained. 

Some banks, such as those near the Dogger Bank are found in 

deep water, where tidal stream velocities are low, but these may be 

13 



considered as stable relict banks, that were formed in shallow water 

before the latest phase of North Sea submergence. 

Most of the banks are found in shallow water: the Norfolk 

banks (fig.I.1a) and the Falls banks (fig.I.5) lie in appro~imatly 40m 

water depth with the bank top only 10m below the water surface. We can 

assume that surface water waves can still have an effect upon these 

shallow bank tops, since they are all covered in sand waves that show 

signs of short-term mobility. 

The conditions required for the formation of these long banks 

have not been completely determined. A linear sand ridge is composed 

of such a large volume of sand that very large transport rates would 

be required if there were short term instability of size or position. 

However, since the water velocities of the hydrodynamic regime for the 

region, away from the banks, are sufficient to entrain the sand grains 

of which the bank is composed, stability in the long term should not 

be e~pected. On the contrary, the combination of wind wave action and 

turbulent dispersion with the tidal excursion of several kilometres 

should rapidly destroy any shallow water linear sand ridge. 

The noted longevity of these features (Jelgersma, 1979) 

indicates that a large body of sand must modify the local 

hydrodynamics in order to ensure its continued e~istence. 

Constructive hydrodynamic mechanisms must be present, that will act to 

counter and reverse the effect of the destructive ones. Any such 

mechanism may then be sufficient to e~plain the creation of a bank 

from some perturbation of the topography (Huthnance, 1982a). 
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1.2.3. A restatement of the problem 

Linear sand ridges are composed of sand of a size that can 

easily be transported by the wind-waves and tidal streams to which 

they are exposed. Within the turbulent shallow-water hydraulic regime 

distinct sandbody features should be dissipated by these mechanisms. 

Some constructive hydrodynamic mechanism is necessary for the 

continued existence of these ridges. It can be seen that an improved 

understanding of the requirements for linear sand ridge stability of 

size and position may help to explain bank genesis. 

1.3 PRIOR WORK 

Early work by Off(19631 identified and described linear sand 

ridges as a global phenomena associated with the strong tidal 

excursions of certain shelf seas. The search by Off through available 

navigational chart data indicated that sand waves and linear sand 

ridges often form in the same regions, with sand waves close to the 

normal, and sand ridges nearly parallel, to the peak flow direction. 

The theory of linear sand ridge formation by secondary flow 

was first suggested by Off(19631. His theory required eddies within 

the flow that would encourage the formation of bands of slower moving 

water. This would cause the increased deposition of available sand 

which would then accumulate within these regions. He assumed that any 

accumulation could then act as a nUCleus for further bank formation 

although no specific mechanism is mentioned and no cross-bank flow was 

envisaged. 
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This theory of secondary flow was strongly espoused by Houbolt 

who investigated the linear sand ridges of the Southern Bight during 

two cruises in 1963 and 1964. Houbolt(196B) gives detail of the 

internal structure of these sand bodies, with cross-sections, 

information on sand grain size, and transport paths inferred from sand 

wave orientations. Houbolt suggested that linear sand ridges were 

formed and maintained by contra-rotating helical flows that swept sand 

up to the ridge crest. This helical flow about an axis parallel to 

the main flow was investigated by the author in the laboratory and is 

described in chapter II. On the small scale this phenomenon explains 

the formation of parting lineations (Allen,196B), and on a larger 

scale it is known to explain river flow meanders (Scorer,19781. 

An alternate explanation was given by Smith(1969). He assumed 

an anti-clockwise circulation that could trap the sand in order to 

build a ridge but no on-bank transport mechanism is described. He 

included a cross-bank component to the flow d~scrihed as being driven 

solely by the cross-shoal pressure gradient. He also measured a 

logarithmic velocity profile on a sand wave crest. 

The Smith(1969) investigation of Middle Ground shoal off of 

Martha's Vinyard, Massachusetts, showed a clear imbalance between ebb 

and flood tidal streams. This imbalance results in an anti-clockwise 

circulation around the ridge. Now Middle Ground consists of a sand 

body over a flat gravel base, and Smith assumed that this sand body 

was deposited at a time when the hydraulic regime was similar to the 

present day by an extension of the bank towards the headland. He 

further assumed that the ridge crest would have reached the surface 
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were it not for the dissipative action of the waves. However, it has 

not been demonstrated that this flood and ebb imbalance is not a 

headland sheltering effect. Middle Ground shoal is partially coast

line connected by its close association with the West Chop headland. 

A flood and ebb tidal stream imbalance well away from any 

coastal effect was demonstrated by Caston and Stride(1970) for the 

Norfolk sandbanks. This data was used to validate the time-meaned 

currents of the first detailed analysis of the hydrodynamics of a 

linear sand body given by Huthnance(1973). A bank of infinite length 

was considered and equations were derived for the time-meaned currents 

that could be produced by an oscillatory flow. Both type A and type B 

banks, as identified by (Kenyon et al,19B1), see fig.I.7, were dealt 

with and two separate physical processes were discussed. 

The first mechanism was identified as being caused by friction 

and convection. Here the effect of the friction would be modified in 

a different fashion when it passed from shallow to deep water to that 

which prevailed when it passed from deep to shallow water. The time

meaned current produced by this mechanism is in a clockwise sense for 

a type A bank and anti-clockwise for type B. 

The second mechanism is identified as being a result of the 

Coriolis force. This correlates velocities in the x-direction with 

displacements in the y-direction so that the friction strength changes 

due to the change of depth. However, the concept that any change of 

depth must produce a change in friction is discussed further in the 

next section. The sense of this current will always be clockwise in 

the Northern hemisphere for either bank type. 
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The theory for the production of these time-meaned currents is 

compared in Huthnance(1913) with the ebb and flood data of Caston and 

Stride(1910). No close match was found for the theory and data, but 

there was qualitative agreement. in that the sign of the transport was 

shown to be correct. Support for the clockwise or anti-clockwise 

circulation was given by Caston(1981) and Mcave and Langhorne(1982), 

where mechanisms were investigated that could transport sand around 

the tip of a sand ridge and close the circulation. 

Further investigation of these ridges by Kenyon et al(19811 

confirmed the eKistence of a cross-bank component to the flow by a 

consideration of the sediment transport implications of bed-form 

morphology. It was noted that the orientation of the sand waves on a 

ridge altered towards the ridge crest to indicate a change in the flow 

direction more towards the crest. The angle of inclination of a bank 

to the predominant tidal stream direction was shown to be between 1deg 

and 15deg. They identified a type A bank, see fig.I.1. with angle of 

the bank to the peak flow clockwise. and also a type B bank. with an 

anti-clockwise angle. 

The vorticity dynamics of enclosed basins, headlands and 

linear sand ridges are discussed in Zimmerman(1981). Now the 

vorticity equation can be derived directly from the equations of 

motion and continuity by cross-differentiation. In this new form the 

equations may give more insight into the physical process but the 

physics remain the same. 
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It can therefore be seen that the vorticity dynamics of linear 

sand ridges as expounded in Zimmerman(1981) are essentially a 

restatement of the hydrodynamics of Huthnance(1973). Nontheless, the 

use of the combined vorticity and stream-function equations can be a 

very useful technique for numerical modelling. The hydrodynamics of 

Huthnance(1973) are extended in Huthnance(1982a) to include the 

dynamics of bank growth, origin and existence. The sediment transport 

effects are quantified and a non-linear drag law is used. 

Tidal residuals around a Norfolk sandbank were measured in 

Howarth and Huthnance(1984). Strong agreement between theory and 

measured data was not found but the measurements do support the theory 

of clockwise circulation. The data showed no on-bank or off-bank 

transport and can be considered as good evidence of the lack of a 

helical flow as suggested by Off(1963). However, the lowest flows 

measured were at 60 cm above the bed and cannot rule out a near bed

load effect, and one rig with Aanderaa meters at 6m and 17m did show 

different residuals at these heights. The 17m depth instrument showed 

a residual towards the bank which is entirely inconsistent with the 

theory of helical flow. 
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II PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS 

The work described within this chapter is exploratory and 

pre-experimental. Whereas an experiment is a test of a previously held 

hypothesis, here phenomena are merely observed and operational 

techniques assessed. An attempt is made to ascertain the reliability, 

accuracy and resolution of the values of the oceanographic parameters 

to be measured. 

Field trips were undertaken using the Polytechnic research 

vessel but the facilities used were not limited to the available 

polytechnic resources. I was offered the opportunity to work on partly 

turbulent flow with Professor Scorer at the Fluid Mechanics laboratory 

at Imperial College. Although there is no engineering department 

within the polytechnic the facilities of the mechanical workshop were 

available for the construction of an instrument platform. 

The concepts that need to be investigated for a better 

understanding of the stability of a linear sand ridge are; the 

conditions in a shallow sea that affect sand transport, the effect of 

a bank upon the velocity profile and the conditions required for the 

existence of a secondary flow. 

11.1 SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 

The variation over time of the bedforms described in the 

previous chapter is an indication of the existence within a shallow 

sea of sand transport. Any change in size or position of a bedform in 

a region of sand cover cannot be explained without reference to 

sediment transport. 
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Sediment may be silt, which is fine-grained, below O.06mm, and 

in company with clay, subject to flocculation. Sand is non-cohesive, 

with size range O.06mm-2mm, and this is the fraction that is 

considered in the investigations that follow. 

11.1.1 Sediment motion 

Sand grains, which are mainly quartz, settle with a distinct 

vertical velocity that depends upon; in-situ weight, surface area and 

the local velocity field. Particles above 2mm, the gravels, cobbles 

and boulders are less often transported by fluid motion, except by 

beach processes and storm conditions in shallow water. 

There are four velocity fields that are of particular 

interest, a fluid at rest, a turbulent fluid with a zero mean velocity 

field, a field with finite mean velocity and a velocity field with 

vertical shear. The expectation of the existence of a lifting force 

upon a grain in suspension is different in each case. 

In a fluid at rest a single grain will settle at a rate 

related to its in situ weight and surface area only. The solution for 

low Reynolds number for the drag on a sphere was first given by Stokes 

in 1851. It is assumed that an irregularly shaped particle may be 

modelled by a spherical particle with equivalent fall velocity. 

In a fluid not at rest, lift forces may be exerted upon a 

particle. The effect of irregular shape is that grains, subject to the 

same flow conditions, and with the same drag and hence the same 

equivalent diameter, may have different lift forces acting upon them. 
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In a turbulent fluid with zero mean velocity the local upward 

velocity perturbations of the fluid will counter and may even reverse 

the tendency to settle. Thus eddy sizes larger than the grain diameter 

will have a dispersive effect in the vertical. The finest particles, 

with negligible settling velocity, will be suspended throughout the 

water column. Sediment concentration of this finest fraction will 

therefore be independent of depth. However, the large sand particle 

will have a finite settling velocity that ensures a bias of the 

concentration to lower depths. It has been assumed (Yalin, 19771 that 

the sediment concentration profile is logarithmic. 

When fluid is in motion over a loose boundary of sand grains 

there exists the potential for erosion, by the initiation of sediment 

motion, as the bed shear stress exceeds a critical threshold value. 

Where erosion removes more material than is added through deposition 

there will be a region of scour and where the deposition flux exceeds 

that of erosion there will be a region of accretion. 

The motion of sand grains in both air and water may be divided 

into a bed load, which is surface creep and saltation, and a suspended 

load. Surface, creep may be by rolling or sliding, while saltation of 

a grain is by a sudden ejection from the bed surface up into the flow 

(Bagnold, 19411. Suspension is a result of the entrainment of a 

saltating grain up into the main body of the fluid where larger eddy 

sizes act upon the grain to carry it a considerable distance. 
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11.1.2 The measurement of sand transport 

A Davall siltmeter was evaluated for use in the investigation. 

This instrument showed a multi-valued response to fine sand 

concentration when tested in the manoeuvring tank in the Navigation 

Department of the Polytechnic. Since two probes were available 

consideration was given to modifications that might enable the second 

probe to generate a reference signal. This would enable a measure of 

transmissivity or irradience to be made rather than both. Further 

investigation revealed that such devices already existed but were not 

recommended for the measurement of fine sand (M. Thorne, personal 

communication). 

A Delft bottle was evaluated for use in the project during the 

1979 field trip. The results obtained indicated that this instrument 

required very skilled operation and that this skill level could only 

be acquired over several field trips. Interpretation of the records 

was not easy and an essential requirement was co-deployment with a 

current meter since the total water flux through the instrument must 

be measured. This limits the measurement of water velocity to the 

method used by the Wallingford pump sampling system but with the added 

burden of a redeployment and bottle cleaning between each reading. 

The field work reported in the next section demonstrates the 

importance of a dense sampling of water velocity. Since resources were 

limited in terms of personnel and current meters the attempt to assess 

sediment concentration by direct measurement was abandoned. 
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The problem of the provision of accurate measures of the 

concentration of sand in suspenson was not solved. The methods that 

had been tested were inadequate and no others could be identified that 

would be significantly better. This undermines confidence in historic 

sand flux data. The HRS pumped water sampling method may give adequate 

results in skilful hands but this system could not be made available 

for the project. Research continues into active and passive acoustic 

instruments (R. Soulsby, personal communication) and this should 

improve the situation. 

11.2 VELOCITY PROFILE 

The movement of sand by water in motion is highly dependant 

upon the variation of water velocity with depth of water, the velocity 

profile. The investigation of this variation was by a combination of 

theory and field work. 

Field trips were undertaken to Shipwash Bank, Cutler Bank and 

the Sunk light vessel, all close to Harwich, which are indicated as 

stations Sh, Cu and Su in fig.I.3. These trips were used to evaluate 

the available oceanographic equipment and the levels of accuracy that 

could be achieved. Braystoke current meter deployment to a known 

accurate depth was not properly aChieved. This could be overcome if 

the height of an instrumentation cluster could be measured by the 

inclusion of an echo-sounder or a pressure transducer. Another problem 

noted during this early field work was that of depth penetration in a 

fast tidal stream and for later work this was tackled by the use of 

heavy sinkers or the use of a bottom mounted rig. 
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A bottom mounted rig should be a good solution to the problem 

of near sea-bed measurement. Deployment from the ship was subject to 

ships motion such that the current meter followed a path in the 

vertical that was unknown. High in the water column, where velocity 

change with change of depth was small, measurement was not affected. 

However, near to the bed, where change of velocity was large with 

change of depth, the resultant integrated velocity values had no 

defined meaning. 

11.2.1 Theoretical 

We considered the hydrodynamics of shallow sea flow and 

followed the approach adopted in (Yalin, 1977) and (Schlichting, 1960) 

for the models of rough and hydraulicly smooth turbulent flows. We 

discuss, in an order of increasing complexity of the variation of 

topography, some of the forms that the velocity field may take. 

a) 1-0 LAMINAR FLOW 

Low Reynolds number laminar flow exhibits the parabolic 

velocity profile (Yalin,1977) and this solution is used for model 

validation in the next section. Even at the turn of the tide, when 

the velocity in a simple reversing flow passes through zero, residual 

turbulence levels will prevent the establishment of a laminar flow 

regime in a shallow sea. However, the laminar flow solution for the 

flow around a sphere is applicable to individual sand grains with low 

velocities relative to the surrounding fluid. Furthermore it has often 

been assumed (Yalin, 1977) that a thin laminar sub-layer exists as a 

turbulent flow approaches the bottom boundary. 
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b) 1-0 TURBULENT FLOW 

For a 1-D steady state flow pattern that only varies in the 

vertical, the profile is given by 11.(01) and this is applicable to 

any channel flow where width » depth and the boundary is rough. 

Now ~ is the height above the bed of zero velocity, as 

estimated from the velocity profile, and this is used as a measure of 

bottom roughness. It is however, an artifact of the effect of the 

topography upon the flow and not of the topography itself. As such, it 

is, of course, not properly defined for a zero velocity field, since 

velocity is zero everywhere. However, it is assumed to vary little 

with changing velocity field values and this is supported by fig.IV.6. 

It can be found by extrapolation from velocity measurements at, at 

least two, different heights above the bed. 

The relationship between ~ and measured roughness value ~ 

was demonstrated by Nikuradse (Schlichting, 1960). For both smooth 

and rough turbulent flow the velocity profile is integrated between 

~min = R and ~ = h to give 

\ 

J( 
11.(01) 

where 

B -- \ -K. + 5'5 
11.(02) 

which is curve Sa in fig.II.1, a plot of the variation of B with log 

of grain size Reynolds number u.~ R./ ~ . Thus for a given sand 

roughness, as velocity is increased, the flow regime is first smooth, 

then transitional and lastly rough turbulent flow. 
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c) 2-D FLOW, 'X-variation 

flow over topography that changes in the along stream 

direction only will be governed by continuity. For any 2-D steady 

flow that has a variation of Ul in the vertical and in the ~-

direction, the form of the sea bed, and its relationship to the free 

surface, is governed by the Froude number ~, which is the ratio of 

the fluid velocity U. and the phase velocity ~ of a shallow water 

wave. For subcritical flow, where fr < 1, two different bed forms may 

exist. If the sea bed deformation A « water depth h then ripples will 

be formed and ~ will not be a function of ~. 

However, if b. is not much less than ~ then b. = f ("') and 

dunes will be formed. for critical and supercritical flow, where 

f~ > 1, anti-dunes will form with wavelength and amplitude strongly 

correlated with Land It for the free surface (Yalin, 1977). This 

problem of specifying the flow and bed interaction has been tackled by 

many authors (Kennedy, 1969) and (Fredsoe, 19141. 

d) 2-D FLOW, ~-variation 

We now consider a 2-D steady flow with UL variation in the 

vertical and in the ~-direction. This form is crucial to the main 

line of investigation for the thesis. No previous theoretical work was 

found that discussed in detail what flow might be expected for a 

topographic variation normal to the mainstream. 

On the very smallest scale it has been assumed (Allen, 19681 

that parting lineations are a result of a secondary flow, that is, 

vortices with axis the mainstream direction. 
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One aspect of normal topographic variation that has been 

considered is that of channel flow sinuosity. It has been well 

established that river meandering is associated with secondary flow 

phenomena (Shlichting, 1960). 

Flow over 3-D topography is complex and can induce a transfer 

of vorticity from one component to an othogonal component. Bluff 

obstacles trap vortex lines but gentle topographies bend and retard 

them (Scorer, 1916). 

el FRICTIONLESS FLOW 

In the limit as the Reynolds number tends to infinity, viscous 

frictional effects are contained within a small turbulent boundary 

layer and the main body of the flow may be considered to be 

irrotational. There are two applications for this method in a shallow 

sea. Firstly, the upper layer of the flow may be modelled in this way 

with a considerable simplification for a 3-D flow. Secondly, 

particles with high velocities may be analysed thus and we can use 

results from aerodynamic theory to estimate the lift force on a 

particle on the sea bed or in suspension. 

The existence of a force associated with rotating bodies was 

first demonstrated by Magnus in 1853. It depends upon the generation 

by the circulation of an asymmetry in the boundary layer separation 

zones. A numerical model of the interaction of the Magnus force with a 

logarithmic velocity profile was produced. No results are presented 

here since this work did not figure in the main investigation. 
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11.2.2. Computational 

a) Low Reynolds Number Flow 

Laminar flow was investigated by the numerical solution of the 

vorticity and stream function equations which were solved for a 1-0 

channel flow and compared with a parabolic profile, the theoretical 

solution. 

The Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and Successive Over Relaxation 

schemes were implemented and the parabolic solution used for the 

stretched mesh dimension. This laminar channel flow modelling was a 

useful exercise but cannot be used as a description of the main body 

of the flow of a shallow sea since this is always turbulent. 

However, for the flow about a single grain, laminar flow is a 

useful model because the density difference between quartz and water 

is not large and hence settling velocities can be very low. The next 

stage was to model the flow around a sphere in spherical coordinates. 

This problem is discussed in (Schlichting, 1960) where some results 

from (Jenson,1959) are presented. The work on the flow around a 

single grain was not taken any further. 

b) Turbulent Flow 

The combined equation 11.(01) for rough turbulent and smooth 

flow is solved. A simple iteration scheme is used to solve for Ul~, 

which occurs twice in this equation if the flow regime is smooth. The 

Nikuradse curve for ~ in fig.II.1 is simplified as shown in fig.II.2 

where the transitional curve is approximated to by straight lines. 
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These define a value of e> = 9.4 that we call the smooth-transitional 

value between ~~~= 5.5 and 12.0, and the linearly interpolated value 

between 12 and 70 which we refer to as the rough-transitional region. 

The initial value of ~ = 8.5 assumes rough flow and the initial value 

of is inaccurate. Nevertheless, convergence to a correct 

solution for both smooth and transitional flow solutions is rapid and 

rough flows are correct on the first iteration. The model takes no 

account of any form roughness such as ripples or dunes. We can e~pect 

that, with these higher effective roughness values, rough flow will be 

the norm for a shallow sea. 

output from the program was plotted showing velocity profiles 

for different velocities at 1m and different sand roughness values 

with a linear plot below the viscous sub-layer depth. For the rest of 

the investigations, no turbulent regimes other than rough flow were 

assumed and no plots from this modelling exercise are presented here. 

11.2.3 Instrument platform design 

The previous fieldwork had indicated that cycling of a single 

current meter for a velocity profile was not the best use for such a 

resource. All near sea bed velocity values achieved so were very low 

quality. Now inaccuracies of the profile high in the water column will 

have no large effect upon calculations of sand flu~ and can be 

discounted. However, loss of accuracy in depth measurement and 

velocity values near the bed will have a disproportionate effect upon 

calculations for the mass of sand transported in a flow regime. 
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It was therefore decided to build an instrument cluster 

framework that would rest upon the sea bed. This frame was called the 

U100 rig since its main function was to record the water velocity at 

100cm above the sea bed although the salinometer and siltmeter could 

also be mounted at 1m. 

No resources were available for an in situ data logger, which 

made it necessary to use a tethered frame with direct reading aboard 

the support ship or boat. No modifications could be made to the 

Braystoke which must retain its normal operational capability. A 

design criterion that was considered to be of prime importance was 

that records should not be affected by support turbulence. 

The regions of interest in the Thames Estuary and Southern 

Bight all have a degenerate tidal ellipse such that the flow is simply 

reversing. Although this bi-directional flow must be catered for it 

must not be forgotten that the moored ship will change position with 

the change of tide. The design requirement is therefore for an 

instrument that is uni-directional. 

Values free from local effects can be achieved if we ensure 

that all support and rigidity are placed downstream from the current 

meter. The C-shape that this suggests is only slightly compromised in 

the final design shown in fig.II.3. This used a heavy square-section 

tube cruciform for the base with an alignment fin of marine plywood 

although sheet steel was the preferred material. The weight was 

centrally placed to be under the suspension point. A horizontal halo 

of steel rod, mounted on the upper current meter attachment point, 

ensured the framework could tumble without damage to the Braystoke. 
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11.2.4 Fieldwork in the Thames Estuary 

The problems of depth penetration and measurement were tackled 

using a large sinker and the near sea bed capability was provided by 

the use of a bottom resting framework. 

11.2.4.1 The Edinburgh Channels stations 

This investigation made use of the first of these new 

techniques. The maintenance of these navigable channels, the main 

eastward and southward route from the Thames estuary, is of 

considerable importance (Cloet,1964). This region could have made an 

interesting study and the extreme bank mobility, indicating large sand 

fluxes, would have simplified sediment concentration measurement. 

From the chart fig.I.4 it can be seen that for an ebb tide in 

the North Edinburgh channel and for the flood in the South Edinburgh 

channel the curvature induces a secondary vorticity. We can postulate 

that, for such an asymmetry of the flow, the secondary vorticity has 

acted to build up the mass of the central Shingles Patch. This bi

directional effect is related to the uni-directional effect of the 

central ridge that was noted in the double river bend experiment. 

Some preliminary deployments within the region were tried in 

order to assess the potential for a full investigation. The two 

stations worked on the Shingles Patch in between the two channels were 

not sufficient for a major investigation but the ship could not be 

moored any nearer to the mainstream. 
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Fig.II.4 Edinburgh Channels - E2 velocity profiles 
Single current meter data, downward s 
deployment direction for profile 1. 
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Fig.II.5 

Water speed in metres/sec. 
Height above sea-bed in metres . 

Edinburgh Channels - El velocity profiles 
Single current meter data, arrowheads 
indicate the deployment direction. 
Dotted lines show the measured profiles. 
Logarithmic profiles are fitted for 
three different ;:0 values. 
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For station E2, lat 51deg 31.9'N long 1deg 19.13'E, the 

fig.II.4 velocity profiles are chaotic. The error bars should indicate 

the turbulence level but here they only serve to show the difference 

in the number of readings(1-5). A comparison with the Wallingford data 

fig.II.ll indicates that similar conditions apply and that the 

variability in time is a problem. Since the meter was alternately 

cycled up and down. a simple averaging technique may be used to 

improve the profiles. The 5m reading for run 1 is anomalous with no 

explanation. For runs 2-4. when the flow is seen to be accelerating. 

the near surface value lags the bulk flow. This is in qualitative 

agreement with Soulsby and Oyer (19B1). The flow on the Shingles 

Patch may be intermittently affected by the stronger mainstream flow 

giving velocity profiles that are not logarithmic. 

For station El. lat 51deg 31.18'N long ldeg 16.B'E. the 

velocity profiles are similarly chaotic and can be seen as the dashed 

lines of the bottom plot in fig.II.5. We attempt a logarithmic profile 

fit to this dataset but must reject the upper and the lower values. 

The best fit is the top plot for ~ = O.01cm which is compatible with 

a sand grain roughness of O.3cm. We can therefore assume that some 

form roughness exists. 

Stations E1 and E2 are the best profiles that were achieved 

using the cycling of a single current meter and they are not very 

satisfactory. The extra work needed to use a large weight reduced the 

number of values available to form the average for each observation. 

Some better method is needed to estimate bed shear stress iro and for 

a known ~o value this may be achieved using a bottom mounted rig. 
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The complexity of working in the Edinburgh Channels region 

indicated that some new region should be decided upon. It was decided 

that a shallow water region should be used for measurement since it 

would be possible to moor the ship out of the navigable deep water 

routes. A long thin ridge of sand would be more easily measured and 

modelled since the variation is effectively 20. 

11.2.4.2 The Knob Shoal investigation 

This investigation utilised the U100 rig described in section 

11.2.3. The name Knob Shoal is not on the charts and was coined for 

the shallow section of a long ridge of sand which incorporates Tizard 

bank and trails WSW from long Sand (fig.I.3,4). The high point of the 

bank is Station K, lat Sldeg 3l.2S'N long ldeg 9.8'E, which lies 

3cables NNW of the NE Knob buoy. 

The flood tide over Knob Shoal may be affected by the wake 

from the Tizard Bank but on the ebb tide the flow should be 

undisturbed. The contouring of fig.I.4 is deceptive, the topography is 

not a simple sand ridge but a series of sand waves and small linked 

banks as can be seen from the survey runs of fig.II.6. 

Deployment of the Ul00 rig was from the main derrick in the 

bows using the anchor winch. Once in the water the frame orientation 

is very stable with a forward tilt and it appears to take the ground 

well. The rig was first deployed with a full instrument cluster of 

Braystoke, salinometer and siltmeter. The water velocity readings were 

limited by the attempt to collect other parameters. The temperature 

and salinity values showed insufficient variation to be of interest. 
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With wind across the tide the ships moored position was not stable and 

there were no personnel to watch for when the cable tightened and 

pulled the rig to one side. The rig also tipped over but this was 

noted in the readings since the direction would become very stable and 

unrelated to the ships head. 

The deployment of 1979 with just the Braystoke was more 

successful. The single cable was more manageable than the cable bundle 

and with some surface buoyancy the effects of the ships motion could 

be decoupled from the rig. The survey run of fig.II.Gb shows no change 

from the 1978 run of fig.II.6a which indicates a stable bank with 

little sand flux. This evidence of a stable bed-form is supported by 

the discovery of fine weed on the rig as it was recovered. 

The 1979 velocity amplitudes are plotted as fig.II.7a. Values 

for direction vary from 240deg, which is along the bank, to 270deg for 

which the cross-bank flow component is considerable. The Braystoke can 

resolve measures of bearing to 10deg only, so the values for direction 

cannot show the fine scale variation demonstrated by the velocity 

values. 

The record commences before maximum flow and decreases for the 

last 2.Shrs. The variations over a 10min timescale are considerable 

and justify the decision not to continue with the single current meter 

cycling to obtain a velocity profile. This record could perhaps be 

analysed for turbulence levels but is too short to show the tidal 

variation. This 3hr length record shows the maximum that was achieved 

within a 12hr day. This has to include the deployment and recovery 

time and the passage to and from a safe port, in this case Sheerness. 
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A 25hr dataset is an absolute minimum for any serious scientific 

measurement of a tidal cycle but overnight working was not possible. 

Several other stations were worked using the U100 rig with similar 

results to those presented and similarly constrained to less than 3hr 

duration. 

In 1980 the U100 rig was deployed at station SF on the South 

Falls bank for a comparison with the NERC designed rig (fig.III.1). 

This was not achieved since the ship was forced to to shelter within 

the Goodwin Sands by bad weather. The opportunity was taken to moor at 

station G for the record shown as fig.II.7b. This demonstrates that 

with no interruptions 1 reading per minute is possible. However, to 

achieve only 1 data dropout in over 3hr data collection requires a 

high degree of operator concentration. 

A data logger is a definite requirement if data collection is 

to be stretched to a full day or longer. The record itself is of 

interest with a clear measure of turbulence levels. The tidal 

variation is not clear however and this, like the records from the 

Shingles Patch, supports the view that the maximum tidal streams are 

prevented from penetrating shallow regions while the smaller velocity 

values near the turn of the tide do penetrate and are comparable with 

the deep water values. A longer record may have demonstrated a square 

wave form for the velocity record but the tide did not turn during the 

3hr observation period. 

This attempt to measure the natural flow of a shallow sea was 

quite successful. Although water velocity initially appeared to be a 

problematical parameter, the capacity for accurate measurement at a 
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known depth has been demonstrated. The numerical modelling of a 20 

turbulent flow complements this experimental work. The concept of a 

logarithmic profile will be incorrect in detail for instantaneous 

values of the flow but the smooth and rough turbulent flow profiles 

are useful tools for analysis and comparison with measured flows. 

Rather than continue to work with the very limited data that 

has been collected during the field trials it was decided that further 

experimental work should be planned. The complexity of modelling and 

the difficulty of practical work ruled out the Edinburgh Channels as a 

region for study. The work in a new direction would build upon the 

most successful early work at the Knob Shoal site. 

11.3 SECONDARY FLOW 

The work above on the velocity profile assumed that only the 

amplitude of the velocity vector can vary with change of depth below 

the surface. This primary flow is strictly two-dimensional (2-D), with 

a defined mainstream direction. Secondary flows are a particular 

class of 3-D flows that are a small perturbation of this 2-D flow by 

the inclusion of a streamwise component of vorticity (Scorer,1918). 

The helical flow suggested by Houbolt(1968) as a mechanism for sand 

ridge creation is of this type. 

11.3.1. Laboratory work 

This work was done, with Professor Scorer, on the Armfield 

Engineering recirculating flume in the Theoretical Hydrodynamics 

Laboratory of Imperial College (University of London). 
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Fig.II.8 Flow visualization : 
Hor s eshoe vortex around a cylinder 



The aim was to study the effect of secondary flow upon fixed 

and loose boundaries, and to relate this to sediment transport and 

sand ridge growth. The flow visualization technique for fixed bed 

flow used dense white paint to mark the dark blue plastic bed. With 

time point markers extend far downstream whereas sprayed markers show 

the 2-D vector field of the bottom layer. An application of this 

technique is shown in fig.II.B, which shows the flow around a vertical 

cylinder of circular cross-section. The author performed this 

experiment for different flow values to show that the position of the 

2-D convergence produced by the horseshoe vortex is quite stable and 

not a strong function of flow velocity. 

For future research a useful extension of this experiment 

would be to produce visualizations of secondary flow around a sphere, 

both on and close to the bottom surface. However, whereas the 

cylinder remains in position within the flow because of its weight, 

some method of support must be found that could achieve positional 

stability for a sphere without the effect of the support modifying the 

flow pattern. This could be achieved by using a stiff wire rear 

support, which might modify the alternate rear vortices but should 

show the horseshoe vortex correctly. Measurements of lift and drag 

could also be made using this support method. 

The second fixed bed experiment was a flow visualization 

around a single 45deg bend in a 10cm width channel with inner bend is 

of 20cm radius. Fig.II.9a,b show a weak double vortex system in the 

flow before the bend and a cross stream component directed towards the 

inner bend. For fig.II.9c the main flow was marked and can be seen to 
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be highly turbulent with no cross stream component. Point and sprayed 

markers show clearly the convergence of the flow at the inner bend. 

This is a convincing demonstration of the strong secondary flow 

effects that exist for a turbulent flow with a smooth lower boundary. 

Next a loose bed double river bend was constructed. The flow 

rate was increased to 3.5 litres/s when scour was observed through 

both bends. The curved trajectory of the smooth bed flow was not 

observed but the grain motion direction was between this curve and the 

main flow as indicated by the arrows in fig.II.l0. The flume was run 

until transport had ceased and the tank was then drained. The regions 

of scour were then measured and the results are presented in fig.II.l0 

as the contour plot of depth in cm below the original bed. 

11.3.2. Wallingford data analysis 

A visit was made to H. Thorne and J. Stevenson at HRS in order 

to obtain a large data set of six hours of EHCH tidal current 

velocities and sediment concentrations taken at several different 

heights. This data had been acquired using the HRS profiling sediment 

fluxmeter. This includes an EMCM and a tube that is used for pumped 

water samples. The trolley was mounted on a trackway fixed to one leg 

of the Maplin Tower. which was on the sand flats near Southend. very 

close to station M on fig.I.3.4. 

The data consisted of a final analysis of the calibrated 

values in the form of a computer printout and a magnetic tape of the 

files of the raw data as millivolt readings from the EMCM. The records 

commence with a 4-integer header which gives a zero code followed by 
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the run number, G.M.T., and the height in centimetres. This is 

followed by a series of ~,~ values, the number of which is dependent 

upon the length of observation ,-SOO for a 4min record). 

Two problems were tackled using the raw data. Firstly, it was 

assumed that the raw data would be used in the estimation of 

turbulence levels. Steps were taken to provide the capability to do a 

spectral analysis. Routines were coded to perform an FFT and some test 

transforms were output. 

As a validation exercise it was decided to try to duplicate 

the calibrated data set by extracting it from the raw data. It was 

found that while the Vl absolute value was nearly correct as a direct 

translation of millevolts to mIs, the sign was wrong. 

It was obvious that the calibration had not been a simple 

matter and further consultation with HRS confirmed this. The EMCM had 

suffered from drift during the experiment and a difficult validation 

analysis had been required. This used the comparison of turbulence 

levels of the EMCM and a wave-rider buoy. The analysis of the raw data 

was halted and further work concentrated upon the calibrated values. 

The calibrated values for ~ and v- with time and height were 

hand coded from the printout of the J. Stevenson analysis. This data 

set has an unusually high density of data points for each vertical 

velocity profile. It was decided to utilise this information to 

specify what part of the flow can be modelled as a vector rotating in 

the horizontal with its associated velocity profile. The residual flow 

can then be analysed as a secondary flow. 
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A simple scheme was devised to define these separable flows. 

For each height, the u.. ,If pair is used to form a vector V which is 

. , 
decomposed into new ~,V components for a chosen angle. 

• 
The IJ values 

are summed over height for several different angles. The set of 

~ ,~'values for ~v'(h) minimum is then recorded as the mainstream and 

secondary flows and are plotted as fig.II.11. For clarity each run is 

offset by 1cm which is equal to a horizontal velocity of O.25m/s. 

Height values are plotted on a log scale with the 1cm minimum used as 

a fo value for a profile line to the maKimum value. This highest value 

is unreliable and should be ignored for runs 1 and 6. The fit between 

the log line and the measured profile is good for runs 1 and 8. Other 

partial fits are run 5 with a L.o value of 5cm and run 9 with Ze,of 10cm. 

The accelerating flow of runs 1-6 and the decelerating flows 

of runs 9-11 exhibit different curvatures on the log plot. However, 

since u.' ( ~ ,t ) is plotted and not v: (Z ), we cannot distinguish 

between a velocity increase with height and variation with time. 

Separation could be achieved if we could model U. (t ), but while we 

form a set of U· values at each height, this does only give a low can 

frequency component. If we were to take this work further we could use 

linear interpolation between two profiles for a smoothed velocity 

profile at an intermediate time. 

The cross-stream velocities are plotted with a linear height 

scale. Run 4 is anomalous and not considered. Secondary flow effects 

may be inferred from the plot that are associated with the low and 

increasing water depth and accelerated flow of the incoming tide . 

• 
However, the plot is of l! ( ~ ,t.) and, if we assume the variation to 
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be time dependent only. these values are consistent with those that 

could be produced by turbulent eddies with a time-scale of ·10min. 

These profiles cannot therefore be claimed as evidence for the 

existence of a secondary flow. 

. 
The plots appear to show the largest ~ values high in the 

water column. This does not indicate that eddy values are larger with 

height above the sea bed. It is an artifact of the summing method used 

for separation. However. if we summed for the cross-stream mass flux 

minimising "Z. Vi, ilJ ), where A3 is height above a previous reading, 

the effect would change. This method would show greater variations low 

in the water column for runs 1-6 but little difference for 10,11. 

11.3.3. Secondary flow phenomena 

The powerful effects of secondary flow have been noted. Scour 

at a loose boundary in a river meander or before a bluff obstacle is 

considerable. If a secondary flow is present at a linear sand ridge it 

should have an important effect upon sediment transport patterns. 

The laboratory investigations confirm the importance of 

secondary flow phenomena. At the smallest scale the horseshoe vortex 

about a sand grain may give a lift effect close to the bed. It can be 

seen that where the bulk flow is described by the balance of two large 

forces that have a different variation in the vertical, a secondary 

flow will occur. However, field measurement of secondary flow would 

require simUltaneous readings at many vertical positions. The effect 

may be small and obscured by the tidal stream, so that the direct 

measurement of secondary flow velocity vectors may not be worthwhile. 
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III LINEAR SAND RIDGE TIDAL FLOW 

The field work on Knob shoal, using the bottom mounted U100 

rig described in chapter II, had demonstrated the feasibility, but 

also the associated difficulties, of measuring parameters, at a known 

height above the sea bed, using direct reading meters from a moored 

ship. A preferred method of measurement would be by self-recording 

meters suspended between a heavy weight and a sub-surface buoyancy 

buoy. This method, essentially a deep sea mooring adapted for shallow 

water, had been used off the U.S. coast (Gadd et al,1918). 

Knob Shoal is not a complete bank, only a spur of a large sand 

bank complex. Only on the ebb tide, when the shoal would not be 

affected by the wake of the other banks, could measurements hope to 

show a bank-like behaviour. It was hoped that another bank, as smooth 

on the top as Knob shoal, could be found somewhere in the Thames 

Estuary or Southern Bight. The Shipwash bank has been well studied 

(Davies, 1914) and shown to consist of sand waves along the whole of 

the crest length. This seems to be a characteristic of many of the 

banks in the region. 

In 1919 Dr. B. O·Olier was awarded NERC facilities in order to 

investigate the geology of the Southern Bight down to the Dover 

Straits. This work combined well with an investigation of sandbank 

crest morphology and a fluid flow experiment. A field trip was 

undertaken to look at sand banks, sand waves and other bathymetric 

features of the Southern Bight and Outer Thames Estuary. To support 

this work I was to initiate the design of a rig to look at the flow 

over a sand bank. 
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I 11.1 TIDAL FLOW MEASUREMENT 

An implicit part of the design considerations for any current 

meter rig is some 'a priori' model for the flow to be measured and 

this is considered in section 111.2. 

111.1.1. Rig design 

For the 1979 field trip I was given the oportunity to design a 

current meter rig with guidance from, and with the resources of, the 

NERC Research Vessel Services base at Barry. The experimental design 

philosophy was that water velocity measurement was in support of the 

surveying and should not constrain that work. This implied that 

deployment must be for a limited period, a few days at the most. 

A major limitation was that there were sufficient Aanderra 

RCM4 meters for one rig only and as a result of this the experimental 

design. for the 1919 trip was flawed. The experience gained as a result 

of this first field work indicated that the number of deployments for 

each rig should be reduced by the utilisation of more resources. 

Since a comparison between on-bank and off-bank flows was the 

object of the experiment the mode of operation was the same as that 

used with the U100 rig. That is, deployment on top of the bank for 

comparison with ovei41l tidal information for the region from charts 

and tidal atlases. This would be followed, if possible, by a 

deployment away from the bank that would confirm the overall regime. 

The same rig would be used for both deployments and must therefore be 

capable of being deployed in say 10m and 50m water depths. 
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A U-mooring was used as detailed in fig.III.1, with 100m 

ground line, chain clump and spar buoy. A pinger was attached to the 

rig, to aid recovery if this latter tackle should be lost. The design 

was rather crowded, it contained 3 Aanderaa current meters at 1m, 2m 

and 3m above a lead weight at the sea-bed. The sub-surface buoyancy 

buoy immediately above the top meter gave a total rig height of Sm. 

The imperfect nature of this rig design resulted from the 

incompatibility of the requirements at the two different water depths. 

It was expected that the top meter would be contaminated by 

wind wave action for the deployment in only 10m of water. The 

intention was that a comparison between the lowest and the top meter 

would provide an estimate for a correction factor for wind wave 

contamination. The intercomparison between the on-bank and off-bank 

flows would be for different tides which would make comparison 

difficult and for short records not very accurate. 

The 1980 rig designs benefited from the experience of the 1919 

field trip, which had demonstrated that rig deployment and recovery 

were both arduous and time consuming and that the number of 

deployments should therefore be minimised. These new rig designs were 

a response to this knowledge and to an increase in the available 

resources. This time 1 Aanderaa current meters were made available so 

that several rigs could be deployed. 

The strategy to be followed was that all rigs would be 

deployed at once and all recovered after the same period. A self

imposed constraint was that since the area of study was a North Sea 

fishing ground at no time would the rigs be left unattended. 
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Only a days sidescan survey work remained to be done in this 

region so the maximum allowable observation period coincided with the 

minimum sensible observation period of 25 hours. The highest data rate 

for an Aanderaa was used, 1/2min between samples, which gave a 3 days 

operating limit. 

Three rigs were designed - one for the bank top in 10m water 

depth, another for the bank side or flank in 20m and a third 

completely away from the bank in 40m water. Although U-rigs were the 

norm for NERC designs, Phil Taylor suggested that an I-rig design 

would be appropriate for my needs and this recommendation was 

followed. The designs used are as given in the diagrams in fig.III.1. 

Top Rig 

This was intended for a charted LAT depth of 7.5m and with 5m 

spring tide range mean sea level h is 10m. Aanderaa's were mounted at 

1m and 2m above the anchor weight. This was ·10001b lead weight so 

that vertical accuracy of meter positions could be maintained. This 

equipment was supported on a wire rope below a 27inch subsurface 

buoyancy buoy to which a surface buoy was attached by a floating rope. 

Flank Rig 

This rig was to be deployed in 20m water on the bank sides 

where there are sand waves. Accurate vertical measures relative to 

some indeterminate level within the sand wave field on the flank would 

not be useful, so a chain clump was used here instead of the lead 

weight. Below the surface buoy a subsurface buoy supported a single 

current meter at mid-depth, 10m above the bed. 
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The Off-Bank Rig 

This rig was the most complex and also the most important one. 

With good results from this rig we could hope to define the nature of 

the tidal regime undisturbed by the bank. We needed to be able to 

validate the logarithmic assumption used in the 1st model or to 

demonstrate a shallow water Ekman veering of the flow. On the ebb a 

lee wave effect from the bank might be seen. 

This main rig was deployed in 40m water below a surface buoy. 

Between the subsurface bouyancy and the lead weight 4 Aanderaa's were 

suspended at heights of 1m, 2m, 10m, and 20m above the sea bed. This 

chosen spacing was optimal for the delineation of a logarithmic 

profile. 

For the 1981 rig design criteria, the experimental region was 

unchanged and the success of the 1980 data collection suggested that 

the rig design should not be changed, However, the I-rig design with a 

small surface buoy does risk some wave-contamination and it means that 

the rig may be difficult to find for recovery, The advice from RVS was 

to use the U-rig anchoring method this time and this modifies the 

deployment method. 

The rig design between bottom weight and sub-surface buoyancy 

is unchanged and is described above. No flank rig was used this time, 

just two off-bank rigs and two on-bank rigs. 
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111.1.2 Field trips 

From previous work by Or. B. O'Olier, it was known that the 

upper surfaces and flanks of many banks were, like Shipwash, sculpted, 

by the water flow, into a continuous series of sand waves. It was 

considered essential that a sand bank should be found that had a 

region with no sand waves at the bank crest. If such a region could 

not be found, it would not be possible to separate the effects of bank 

top water velocity from that of the flow variation over the sand 

waves. This would require a much more e~tensive measurement program 

than could be mounted using just Polytechnic resources. 

The NERC research vessel 'John Hurray' was used for the 1919 

field work. A survey was undertaken in order to find a sand-wave free 

region. Sufficient information was available to eliminate many of the 

banks beforehand. Echo-sounder runs were commenced along the remaining 

sand ridge crest lines. Considerable difficulty was e~perienced in 

maintaining a survey line since the tide often pushed the ship off 

course. The last runs were along the Outer Gabbard and the Falls bank 

group and were nearly completed before the required region was found 

at position Lat 51deg 11.5'N Long 1deg 4S'E. 

An echo-sounder and side-scan sonar survey of the area were 

completed and the rig was deployed on top of the bank. The very 

crowded rig design (so many meters on a short rig length', made for a 

tricky deployment, but the rig was successfully laid on the bank top. 

While on station,it was noted that there was a considerable cross-bank 

component to the flow. This was identified as the reason why the 

maintenance of a survey line along the bank had been so difficult. 
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A Radar watch was kept on the rig while adjacent areas were 

being surveyed. The weather now deteriorated until no useful work 

could be achieved. Shelter was taken in Dover Outer harbour. It was 

expected that the main threat to the rig, which was trawling, would be 

stopped by the gale. 

However, upon our early return to the site next day, a fishing 

vessel was noted to be navigating along the length of the bank, 

without its tackle in use. No rig markers were found. The pinger that 

had been included for just this eventuality did not show on the 

equipment provided. The site was identified by Decca co-ordinates and 

the rig ground-line was trawled for for several hours. It was decided 

that no more boat time could be used and recovery attempts were 

abandoned. The difficulty experienced while navigating along the bank 

crest is very clear Qualitative evidence for a cross-bank flow 

component. However, no quantitative data was obtained that could be 

used for comparison with a mathematical model or simulation. 

A useful result of this work was the identification of a 

uniquely suitable region for the investigation of the flow over a 

Southern Bight sand ridge. The trip had demonstrated the value of the 

site finally chosen, subject to it being shown that the gap that had 

been found in the continuous sandwave coverage was a permanent 

feature. If it proved to be a stable feature of the area the 

description of bank flow by a measurement programme would be possible. 

It was decided that this region, the South Falls, shown in fig.I.5, 

should be explored further, particularly as a further deployment was 

possible during 1980. 
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The 1980 field work again made use of the NERC research vessel 

'John Murray', The departure was delayed by gales but heavy weather 

was forecast for the whole of the research period, The ship left 

Milford Haven to round Land's End in a Southerly gale in order that 

what weather windows there were could be used for research rather than 

for making a passage. Fortunately, most of the work of preparing the 

current meters and tackle had been completed by RVS Barry staff before 

the passage commenced. The main group of scientists was embarked at 

Dover just 1 day late and deployment work commenced immediately. 

The bank top region previously identified was re-surveyed and 

found to contain the same gap in the sand-wave coverage of the bank 

top. The three rigs described in the previous section were deployed 

with one on the bank, another just west of the bank crest on the flank 

and the third further west, completely off the bank, The deployment 

positions relative to the bank are marked on the echo-sounder profile 

of the bank given in fig.I.6. 

The sea was rough by the time the deployment was finished and 

the weather deteriorated during the 25 hours of data collection, It 

appeared that the weather would deteriorate further and so the rigs 

were recovered at this time, albeit with some difficulty. The Aanderaa 

meters were checked and found to be working well. The timing of the 

in-situ clocks in 2 of the meters had drifted by -10 seconds so that 

the 1/2min sample periods were less well synchronised towards the end 

of the measurement period. The rest of the field trip was used by Dr, 

O'Olier for the acquisition of geological profiles to the East of 

South Falls and along the Belgium coast. 
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The data return from this 1980 field work was exceptionally 

good and it more than compensated for the lack of data in 1979. 

The 1981 cruise once again made use of the NERC research 

vessel 'John Murray'. We embarked at Dover on 5th May and immediately 

commenced seismic surveying. The hydrodynamic measurement program 

detailed below started on 8th May. 

The SF1 bank top region was surveyed again and little change 

was found. In particular, there were still no sand waves in this area. 

The four rigs described in the previous section were deployed with one 

to the East (A), off of the bank, two on the bank (6), (C) and the 

forth (D) further West, also off of the bank. 

+------------+--------------- ---------------+------------+ 
A 

151 17.9'N 
101 H.1'E 

o 

51 n.5'NI 
0146.2'EI 

+------------+--------------- ---------------+------------+ 
Upon recovery, certain of the rigs had suffered damage; one 

rig was wrapped around with a large blue industrial polythene bag! 

There was obvious damage like the complete loss of one Savonius rotor 

and some bent rods. It was hoped that this had occured on recovery and 

not on deployment. The meters themselves were checked and found to be 

in working order. 
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111.1.3 Data preparation 

The initial form for the 1980 collected data was seven 3inch 

diameter 1/4inch width magnetic tapes. These were returned to RVS 

Barry where they were translated onto paper tapes which could be read 

by the fast paper tape reader at City of London Polytechnic computer 

centre straight into datafiles on the DEClO. Although this is rather 

old technology, it was much easier than the acquisition of the 

Wallingford data, which was by 1/2inch 9-track magnetic tape with all 

the problems of tape formats. 

A file of data values for each current meter was kept on the 

DEC-l0 archiving system. The minimum retrieval time for archived 

material was 24hr and a maximum of only 4 data files could be worked 

on at one time. 

It was extremely unfortunate that, during a fallow period for 

this research of a few months in 1983, contact with the Polytechnic 

Computing Service was lost when both the DEC-l0 and its archiving 

system were withdrawn from service. Hence, the data and processing 

programs were not availale for some of the later work on the thesis. 

Work planned on the spectral analysis of the data for an 

investigation of turbulence levels could not be attempted and no plots 

of the data other than the initial along-bank and cross-bank 

velocities could be provided. 
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111.1.4 Data processing 

No software existed locally for the processing of the Aanderaa 

data so this had to be written. The output format details are 

described in the ReM4 operating manual. The 6 information channels 

are; a reference number, temperature, conductivity, pressure, current 

direction and current speed and the six 10-bit integers of each record 

are coded in a compact (ffI-PS) binary code. A double coefficient 

power series formula is used, with data from tests at Barry, to 

calculate the individual sensor calibration. 

Programs were written for the extraction from each main file 

of the data values for the individual parameters and a new file was 

written for each of the calibrated parameters. Prior to the data 

analysis these files were printed for a first scan to check data 

quality and then plotted. Raw data plots are shown in fig.III.2-6. 

Both the water speed and direction of fig.III.3-5 had to be smoothed 

with a 9-point running average (4.5min time smoothing) in order that 

the variance should not dominate the signal. 

The 1961 collected data set was treated in the same fashion as 

the 1960 data-set. The 1/4inch ReM4 magnetic tapes were transcribed 

by RVS Barry as before. Unfortunately the data return this year was 

poor - there was a very high data drop-out. The processing method used 

is described above and only the water velocity data was plotted as 

amplitude and direction in fig.III.7. 
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111.1.5 Data presentation 

The most important parameters are the speed and direction that 

form the water velocity vector. Speed is recorded as the number of 

revolutions of the rotor and direction is taken from the vane heading 

relative to the internal magnetic compass. Thus, the two parameters 

have fundamentally different characteristics. 

The speed is measured as the number of revolutions in each 

half-minute sample interval. This gives a time integration and is 

therefore a smoothed value over the past 30sec that is centered about 

a 15sec lag on the sample time. Spatial integration for this parameter 

is of the order of the 10cm rotor diameter. 

The direction reading is nominally instantaneous but will have 

time smoothing related to the response time of the system. This will 

be some function of the vane inertia and of the inertia and damping 

for the magnetic compass. Spatial resolution will be of the order of 

the dimensions of the vane assembly which is 1m wide by 37cm deep. 

Subject to these constraints, the data when plotted shows 

large variations over a 10min timescale. This could have been analysed 

for information on small-scale turbulence had the timescale of the 

thesis permitted. However, in the first instance we are concerned with 

the underlying tidal variation, so we filter these records with a 9-

point averaging scheme for a smoothed value over the 4.5min 

integration period. These values are plotted as amplitude and 

direction for each current meter in fig.III.3-6 which show consistent 

reversal of the flow, as if for a river, with a flat tidal ellipse. 
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For the instrument 1metre above the bed the record of speed 

fig.III.3a and direction fig.III.3b show some interesting but worrying 

features. An interpretation of these peculiarities is included in the 

next section where the variation of the velocity vector with depth is 

discussed. 

It is common practice to represent the current vector, not as 

amplitude and direction but as orthogonal components, usually by north 

and west-going components. The average of the last two direction 

readings is combined with each speed value. Since the direction is 

taken at the start and end of each integrated speed value this ensures 

that the two parameters are similarly lagged and smoothed. 

These values are then filtered with the 9-point average to 

give smoothed component vector values in the chosen directions. We 

choose cross-bank and along-bank components for a convenient 

comparison with the mathematical models. Although overall the South 

Falls bearing is 15deg from True north, we take a value 17deg as more 

representative locally to the point of observation. We take the bank 

crest direction as dimension ~ so that ~ is the orthogonal cross

bank dimension. With velocity ~ positive along the bank at 17deg, by 

normal coordinate convention we take ur positive in the positive ~ 

direction as 287deg for fig.III.8. This gives values for ~in anti

phase with U and ~is therefore plotted in fig.III.9 with negative ur 

upwards for ease of comparison with ~values. 
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The data return from the 1981 cruise was so low that very 

little in the way of analysis could be attempted. The processed data 

plots are shown in fig.III.7. There was not sufficient information to 

produce comparative plots for u., \f on and off the bank, nor to compare 

easterly and westerly tidal flows. 

The most useful aspect noted from this data is the nature of 

the turbulence characteristics. Although time and resources did not 

permit a proper quantitative spectral analysis of either of the 

datasets, a qualitative feel for the turbulence characteristics can be 

got from a comparison of the amplitude and direction plots of 

fig.III.3-6 and fig.III.7. 

Some reassurance can be found from the fact that the 1981 data 

is not notably different from the 1980 data, even though the weather 

was much rougher during the 1981 observation period. This does suggest 

that the turbulence levels noted in both data sets are due to tidal 

friction rather than waves, but we could not be certain that the 1980 

data set is free from wave contamination without further work. 

111.1.6 Data anomalies 

Careful study of fig.II.3b suggests that the variation is not 

a simple veering with depth. There is an apparent veering on the flood 

tide but a backing with increasing depth on the ebb tide. This is not 

the expected pattern for Ekman veering. If it were true then it might 

represent a flow separation in one of the directions. However, as 

mentioned in section 111.1.5, aspects of the record at 1metre give 

some cause for concern. 
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In particular, measured water speed of fig.lIt3a between the 

1st and 2nd turns of the tide, may be reduced from its true value. The 

1metre rotor was slow to start and both 1metre and 2metre rotors 

slowed to a minimum value while the direction plot fig.IIL3b still 

indicated a steady flow. The 2metre rotor then recovered before again 

approaching a minimum which this time coincided with its vane turning. 

This problem of speed reduction was also noted for the 2metre rotor 

between the 3rd and 4th turn of the tide and is shown in fig.III.8b. 

Problems with the direction plot fig.III.3b are even more 

serious. While the 2metre vane turns correctly with the 2metre speed 

at a minimum the 1metre vane turned 10minutes later when the recorded 

water speed at 1metre was 10cm/s. This indicates that there is some 

serious obstruction of the rotation of the instrument as a whole which 

must compromise any conclusions that depend upon the exact values for 

direction of the lmetre vane. 

My interpretation of these peculiarities is influenced by the 

1981 rig recovery when one instrument emerged with a blue plastic 

fertilizer bag wrapped firmly around the rotor. This does suggest a 

considerable quantity of debris at the sea-bed over the whole region. 

Any such material or even seaweed clumps could cause speed reduction. 

However the speed might also be reduced by a fouling of a link in the 

rig that could accentuate the angle of the Aanderaa past the point at 

which it can operate correctly. It is difficult to see how this could 

have happened for the 2metre instrument of the off-bank rig. However, 

the 1metre instrument for both on and off bank rigs was shackled 

directly to the lead weight. If this link fouled and the Aanderaa was 
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tilted the vane could touch the sea bed! If the vane was touching 

this could easily give an impression of a 'banana'-shaped tidal 

ellipse beneath the simply reversing flow of the 2metre vane. 

No plots are providedof the 'interesting' dynamics that these 

measurements suggest, since it is most likely that the values merely 

indicate the difficulties of current measurement close to the sea-bed. 

Instead we concentrate upon some 3-D aspects of the records that we do 

have confidence in. 

111.2 TIDAL FLOW MODELLING 

Some initial assumptions must be made about bank flow in order 

to design the rig and the associated experiment. 

111.2.1 A first model for water flow over a sand bank 

For a circular bank the flow direction is immaterial by 

definition. For the flow over the central region of a finite, but very 

long, bank, it is convenient to separate the flow into a cross-bank 

and an along-bank component, and to consider these components 

individually as limiting case flows. 

Now, for a long bank, cross-bank flow is very well defined. It 

must be constrained, by continuity, to flow faster over the bank top. 

The effect is similar to that over a sand wave or ripple. For shallow 

sea regions, away from coastal and drying areas, the Froude number 

will be small compared to unity and any associated surface deformation 

can be neglected for most purposes. 
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The along-bank flow vector for a long bank is much less well 

defined. It is not clear what connection there may be between flows at 

different depths, and horizontal mixing may be important. However, for 

the Southern Bight, the greatest cross-bank slope found is 6 deg so 

that ~ h./C)~ is small. 

We therefore assume that with water depth varying by a factor 

of four the effect of these different depth scales will be more 

important than the rate of change of depth. Thus for the Reynolds 

stress terms changes in the values for vertical mixing are of more 

importance than horizontal mixing. For a zero-th order assumption we 

take cross-bank flow as 2-D continuity, with logarithmic vertical 

profle, 

o \ -K III.(01)a 

and we take along-bank flow as described by a 2-D plane bed flow with 

logarithmic vertical profile, 

= 0 
1 

K. III.(01)b 

Now this is just a kinematic model, we have yet to consider the 

dynamics of this assumed flow regime, and in particular the horizontal 

diffusion of momentum. 

The 1979 experiment sought to confirm this flow regime by the 

measurement of water velocity amplitude and direction as it changed 

over a bank. A bank with a smooth top surface was necessary in order 

to avoid the inclusion within the experiment design of the measurement 

and modelling of the flow over a sand wave field. 
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111.2.2 A second model for water flow 

In order to gain insight into the physical mechanisms that 

govern bank flow we must create a dynamical model. That is a model for 

the bank subject to the constraints of the conservation of mass and 

momentum. Mass balance is expressed by the mass conservation equation 

+ o 

For an incompressible fluid this reduces to the continuity equation 

v.v = 0 III.(02) 

Momentum balance is expressed by the Navier-Stokes equation 

for a turbulent fluid with the Reynolds stresses represented by eddy 

viscosity terms as 

DV 
ot + 2QXV ;, V P + A V~v 

III. (03) 

The equations that we derive here are similar to those 

of Huthnance(1973). However, we will be restricted to only two tidal 

cycles for the measurement period so we do not study the tidal 

residuals but look at the variation within the tidal cycle. 

The Huthnance model used cross-bank limits at plus and minus 

infinity with an imposed tidal flow angled to the bank. This 

analytical model is appropriate for the study of residuals to which it 

is applied. However, for a numerical model of the tidal cycle we need 

a different specification with finite limits. 
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We consider a constant latitude 2x~max width channel flow on 

an f- plane. We use the Coriolis term to give the cross channel 

component of the flow in a natural and easily implemented form. We 

have an infinitely long bank and therefore take all parameters as 

invarient in :x:" , except for P which is linear in "')( such that d PI dX 

is constant. This does imply infinitely large positive and negative 

pressures at plus and minus infinity, but this convention has often 

been used for fluid dynamics modelling (Lamb,1906). 

Of course, for the real bank flow that we model, ';) P I d x. is 

oscillatory with a value that is slowly varying and so only locally 

constant. It is perhaps easier to think of the flow as quasi

stationary, and when we vary aP/~'X in time this can be interpreted 

as a spatial variation in tt· 

However, although this may seem less ambiguous we must 

remember that the tidal wave is 500km wavelength and the bank, 

although very long and thin for a bank, is only 20km. Thus the 

concept of a tidal wave travelling along the bank is only a first 

order approximation. 

The bottom topography is described by \.q ~ ), the depth below 

the mean sea level and we take ~(~) to be the height of the sea 

surface above this reference mean level. Thus total water depth is 

A simple form of bank topography is illustrated in 

fig.IIL10. 
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111.2.2.1 The Equations 

Now equation 111.(03) may be written 

'd\A... +\T~ t\J= ~ P A}1. u.. A. d"l. u... - ~ + "3 iJ 31. + ~ ~~ dt ~~ 

)\1" + lJ' ~lr + tu. = - !! + A d1...,. + A ~ - 4 'c) J 3 d ~1. ~ d j 1. 
III. (04) 

~t 

since all terms in ') rc,?C. are zero by the 'X -invarience of the 

topography. We integrate over the depth for a 1-0 model in the 

~-dimension. The bottom friction term must therefore be parameterised 

in terms of u., \1", r, the available depth-averaged parameters. This is 

of great importance for the form of the dynamics. 

for this second model of bank flow we use the parameterization 

from Huthnance(1973) 

III. (05) 

and ignoring non-linear terms 

dU. - tV' -= ~" 'Ru.. - - - -
~t ~'X.. h. III.(06)a 

d\r +F\.\=- ~p R\T - - -
~t a~ ~ III.(06)b 

Now from the continuity equation 111. (02), following Phillips(1966) 

and Gill(1982), we use a rigid lid approximation for the ~-direction, 

to remove the P I ~ term 

+ o III.(06)c 

Equation 111.(06) was used below for a numerical model. 
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111.2.2.2 A numerical model 

We discretize the above equations using the computational grid 

of fig.III.11 to give difference equations 

Ll - "1 [u.o (1/,u- 12/1 ,,) + f uo + X ] 
- (1/At. -+ t<h"-) 

P = At [PD /At: - ( "-v-- - ~ \.1"+)/ c.~] 

111.(07) 

where the constant ()P~::c.. term is replaced by a time-varying 

tC'"t:. 
forcing term)(= e which drives the model. Equations 111.(07)a,b 

are derived from 111.(06)a and c with~u../~t and)P/)tSpecified at 

t. = ( " - 'i1. ) At 

to give values for u.. and p at t = \'\.~t such that we have a central 

difference scheme in time. Equation III.(07)c is similarly derived 

from III. (06)b with }\T"/)t: specified at t = \'\.~t giving \J'" values at 

Simple forward and backward differences are used for the spatial 

di fferencing. This ensures correct boundary conditions at the 

'j =:!' ~max horthern and iouthern model limits. We take At = A'j/2 to 

get a stable scheme and apply this model to a specific topography 

shown in fig.III.12. This uses high viscosity regions to represent the 

depth variation of a central sand bank and the North and South 

coastlines. When the model is run until repeatable values for the 

time-varying solution are aChieved, the high viscosity shallow regions 

are out of phase with the low viscosity deep-water regions, indicating 

physically unrealistic surface slopes. 
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This mode is possible for any wavelength on a bank of infinite 

length but for the South Falls bank, with 20km length, we must expect 

different behaviour, since the bank length is only 1/25 of the 500km 

tidal wavelength. In fact, for a 1/2km bank width with a wavelength 

over lkm, this model will give unacceptably high values for ~P /}~ 

that must invalidate the assumption of no horizontal mixing. 

The transient solution given in fig.III.13 compromises the 

model by using the fact that it starts in phase to produce a solution 

in phase. The timescale taken is appropriate for the spatial 

lengthscale. However, the variation of ~ with ~ for this solution is 

incorrect for any finite flow values since it is contrary to 

continuity of cross-bank mass flux. The plot represents infinitesimal 

flow conditions associated with the set-up of the very small ~~/~~ 

trapped surface wave at the bank crest. Attempts to introduce 

realistic parameter values for the region considered gave rise to 

numerical instabilities. 

For the chosen parameters, the numerical model transient 

behaviour does not represent a valid bank flow. It may be that further 

research into this model will reveal a form of transient behaviour 

that does give valid bank flow solutions. It can be seen that there 

are problems with the numerical model in this form and this is 

discussed further in chapter V. 

No further modelling was undertaken before the field trip of 

1980 and the flow assumed for rig design purposes was the same as 

before. It was intended that the experiment would give some guidance 

for the expected variation of the along bank velocity. 
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111.2.3 A third model for water flow 

We now need some new model that will match the measured flow. 

When the measured velocity vector is resolved into along-bank and 

cross-bank components, a clear picture emerges. Cross-bank velocities 

in fig.1I1.9 are constrained by continuity to be inversely 

proportional to water depth, so that 

h..\.T = constat'\t 111.(08) 

However, along-bank velocity vectors on and off the bank, at the same 

height above the sea-bed, do not show in fig.III.S sufficient 

variation to warrent the inclusion of any cross-bank variation of 

along-bank velocity in the model. Therefore, to first order, we take 

111.(09) 

The above relations are derived empirically, by inspection of 

measured values. The theoretical model should be able to reproduce the 

same relationships for the variables with appropriate values for 

equation constants. 

111.2.3.1 The numerical model reconsidered 

For our present purpose, the model is still of some use to 

give us relative plots of ~, ~, p. We reject time-varying forcing to 

take the forcing term )( constant. In this form, the solution will 

approach a time-independant solution described by the steady-state 

equations. 
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The U. plots will take realistic values, but the p plots will 

show too little variation over the bank. This is because, as the 

solutions approach the steady-state solution, the Coriolis force will 

be entirely balanced by the pressure term. A steady-state solution 

for flow along the bank only, which implies a value of')" I ~ ~ of zero 

with ~ zero everywhere, is not of great interest. 

However, since the time-independent solution gives us the 

values of U. as ~ approaches zero, we can scale these values for an 

elegant method to produce plots of V-variation with lj. This avoids 

any problems associated with the introduction of a separate forcing 

term )lin the ~-direction that would be required to correctly model 

the angle ol of the peak flow. The form that the ~ -variation for each 

parameter takes will depend upon the chosen parameterization for \( . 

We present three possible solutions in fig.III.14; 

a topography (a repeat of fig.III.12) 

b with K = f for l< = R. "- a smooth bank 

c with K = f for K = R a neutral bank 

d with K = f for K = R/h, a rough bank 

where smooth, neutral and rough banks are discussed below. 

In each of these plots the curve for p shows a near constant 

value for the slope ~ P I ~~' across the whole channel, a response to 

the Coriolis force. It is reassuring that this generates the same 

cross-bank flow for the three different parameterizations for \(. The 

curve for ~ in fig.III.14d is the same as that for fig.III.13, except 

that the U-value is plotted in the reverse direction. 
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These solutions are considered as a guide only since the 

reality of the numerical model has been questioned. The values for ~ 

are very small, and would be zero for a steady-state when Coriolis 

would be balanced completely by ~\> I) ~. In order to validate the 

results we reconsider equation 111.(06), using a separation of tidal 

wave and water velocity variation timescales. 

111.2.4 The steady-state equations 

South Falls is a type A bank (fig.I.7), with an anticlockwise 

axial offset( ol) of 17deg to the regional direction of peak tidal 

flow. For any K > 10deg, spatial variation of water velocity values 

is on a faster timescale than that of the tidal variation which can 

thus be considered invariant in time giving the steady-state equations 

x 
~(~V")= 
~~ . 

--

~'p - -
()~ -

u.K -fl1" 

o 

III.(101 

We do not obtain analytical or numerical solutions for these 

equations. The simplicity of form is such that we can find 

relationships by inspection. First we consider the equations in 

general terms. 

For III.(10)a the forcing, surface slope X, is opposed by 

friction and Coriolis ( \lis negative for type A bank). 
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From III.(10)b, for any ~ to f relation, continuity dominates 

and for 'p I~ « n we have 

~ (\,,\1") 
)J - 0 III.(11) 

which is in rough agreement with measured values although we do not 

try to match the more exact relation 

111.(12) 

For III.(10)c the surface slope ~'r/d~ is here a response to a 

balance between the forces of friction K\T" and Coriolis ru.. 
For K > f this balance is small giving} P I) much less than X. 

~ 

We can see that,in general, equation behaviour must be 

dominated by the parameterization for ~ and its relation to X and f. 

Whereas equation III.(10)b generates the main constraint upon the flow 

as expressed by 111.(11), equation III.(10)a defines the dynamic 

forcing for the flow. 

We now take typical South Falls values for the more particular 

arguments that follow. For height we use H =40m for the off-bank 

water-depth, and consider that ~varies between this value and 10m at 

the bank top. We take maximum water velocities of v.. =lm/s so that 

IT =lm/s on the bank top (from fig.I11.9), and hence lr =0.25m/s off of 

the bank (from 111.(11)). Now Fhas the value 0.00015·' so that flT"has 

this value on the bank top but f~ = .000025m/s t off the bank. Since 

the tidal range is Sm'1iS 2.5m and from ~ = 9.61m/s· we have 

"" t 1 that r is 25m Is . Now a general value for the tidal wavelength in the 

Channel is 500km. We estimate )P/~'X.from P2tr/Las X= O.00031m/s 
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In fact, the Dover Strait acts as a throttle for the flow, and much 

larger values are expected here. We take a typical value 

of X =0.001m/s
t 

with an upper limit of X=0.01m/s
a
• ThUS~ >ffor all 

solutions and we take, without loss of generality, K = 10 f for the 

following argument. 

We now consider values and parameterizations for the only free 

variable K to seek a solution for I I I. (10) a that yields }u. I~l = O. 

Smooth bank. \< = k~ is the least likely constraint and it implies that 

the flow responds to the bank as it were smoother than the surrounding 

deep water and equation 111.(10)a becomes 

II = + 
III.(13) 

where since the first term varies as 11"- and the second term varies as 

1/~~ then ~will increase over the smooth region for any R value. 

Rough bank, K = ~/h.iS the constraint that was used for 

Huthnance(1913) and it is inherently likely. It implies that the bank 

acts as an element of roughness within the flow giving 

\k- + 111.(14) 

here the second term is constant as required with the first term 

fluctuating. We might say that we have u.. = constant for small X. 
giving K ~ F , BUT X is the forcing function for the flow' This 

implies that there is a balance between friction and Coriolis force. 
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We might believe this just for the bank top if the flow is driven by a 

bulk force balance off of the bank, but this equation defines the flow 

in the region of the bank as well. We surely expect channel flow to be 

dependant upon values for the forcing term. 

Neutral bank, \< :k for no constraint at all at the bank gives 

't. + tv" 
\}.. - -

R.. R. III.(151 

where the first term is constant and the second fluctuating to 

give u...: constant if and only if \( > f with 'R: X. This implies, 

paradoxicall~ that although the bank is not an area of high friction 

relative to its surroundings. it must exist within a region of 

relatively high friction. 

We have found two different forms for the friction term and 

before deciding between them we should query our initial assumptions. 

Firstly, we have ignored all of the non-linear advective 

terms. Tidal charts show no significant change of velocity over the 

bank length so it is reasonable to ignore the v... "'dU./~1( and the v... ) 1.11,) x 

terms. The \.T' dU"/,~ term 
~ 

may affect the trapped surface wave and so 

should be included in equation I I I. (t 0) c. However, the v ~UI ~~ term 

for equation III.(10Ia will be zero for ~: constant as measured. 

Secondly, for the small latitude change of the model, f is 

constant of course but, do we assume that X cannot vary over the bank? 

If we could take X': ~ 
h. 

then I.\..:constant for 111.(14) only, and 

111.(15) could be rejected with the rough bank the best solution. 
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Initially, it does seem quite reasonable to accept that the 

forcing term X is reduced over the bank, but this term is in ract 

along-bank surface slope. This assumption would imply a lowering of 

the water surface at the bank nose with an equivalent raising at the 

bank tail. This would generate large compensating flows at the bank 

ends that are not noted on the charts. We must therefore hold to the 

assumption that )( does not vary across the bank. 

While we have considered that X is constant for the duration 

of the 10minute timescale required for the flow to cross over the 

bank, it is in fact varying sinusoidally in time to give values close 

to zero at the change of the tide. Thus the argument above 

for K > f is not a strong one since we have considered the maximum 

conditions only. However, we cannot extend an argument defined in 

terms of the maximum flows to smaller values because of the 

linearization of the friction term. 

There is no compromise between the concept of a rough or a 

neutral bank, only one term or the other can be constant and we must 

choose between them. 

The curve for ~ for the rough bank, in fig.III.14d, suggests 

that some complex current system must exist at the bank ends to 

resolve the reduced ~value within the region of high viscosity and no 

evidence for this is noted on the charts. 

Furthermore, for the rough bank, if we take the measured 

u.. value a s valid, then K < f and we have a balance between Coriolis 

and friction. This is the basic assumption for Ekman flow and we 
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should expect a veering of the flow with depth for any region where 

this balance holds. 

The measured flow of fig.III.5a demonstrates that there is no 

veering between 1m above the bottom and 20m above the bottom in 40m 

water depth. Thus we may confidently assume that the flow is 

frictional and that the main balance of forces must therefore be 

between the forcing term and the friction term. Thus the bank must be 

frictionally neutral with only local effects upon the flow and no 

overall affect on the bulk flow dynamics. 

We have shown that K > f and this will affect the nature of 

the surface slope in the ~-direction. Equation 111.(10)c must be 

modified to include an advective term as argued above 

-- 111.(16) 

and we can see that the constant cross-channel slope will be modified 

over the bank by the second and third terms. The bank acts like a 

leaking channel boundary - water accumulates upstream of the bank to 

give rise to trapped topographic Kelvin waves. 
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IV GRAVITY WAVE EFFECTS 

Waves have a considerable effect on beaches and sand bars in 

storm conditions and although water depths are greater over sand banks 

an investigation would not be complete without consideration of the 

effect of surface waves on the bank and vice versa. The waves can 

transport sediment and wave breaking will increase turbulence to 

affect the hydrodynamics. 

We therefore consider the variation over the bank of wind wave 

amplitude, speed and frequency. The stimulus for this work was the 

Seasat image fig.IV.l of the Southern Bight. Much of the work in this 

section was presented as a paper at the 15th Liege Colloquium on Ocean 

Hydrodynamics in May 1983. 

Many different effects can cause modulation of the image from 

a Synthetic Aperture Radar signal. This means that image 

interpretation is not easy. We show that the image at Souttl Falls can 

be explained as a variation in water surface roughness. That is, a 

variation of the gravity wave amplitude and/or wavelength. 

The Seasat Synthetic Aperture Imaging Radar was designed for a 

maximum response from ocean waves and the apparent topography of 

fig.IV.l was a surprise. The microwave signal can penetrate at most 

only lcm below the sea surface, so it must be assumed that the sea 

surface shape itself responds to the topography of the sea bed over 

which it flows. 
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Fig . IV.1 So uthern Bight - Image from S asa t SAR 
(courte s y of JPL, Pa sa dena,U SA) 

The sand banks and sa ndwa v s of th r 910n ar 
clearly s hown . Th e So uth r )) $ il nt! LtH' Goo dwln 
sands are on th e top l e ft of t h lmag. 
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What relationship is there between this image and the real 

topography? The image has the appearance of an optical picture of the 

sea bed, as if there were 'faces' inclined away from the spacecraft 

and in shadow while others shine brightly as if by specular 

reflection. The effect is limited to shallow water and so presumabley 

surface water velocity is the main parameter, since by continuity this 

must vary inversely with depth. This is confirmed for the South Falls 

by the models of chapter III. 

Any small amplitude real topography, with no slope that is 

greater than the angle of illumination. can be assumed to return a 

backscattered signal in proportion to some function of slope, say 

If so. a side-illuminated shape, when viewed from above, 

would show a sudden change from maximum to minimum brightness at a 

sharp peak. This effect is noted in the image at the South Falls bank. 

As a first approach to modelling the phenomena we integrate the signal 

G, for the pseudo-bathymetric depth d. We fit this curve to a 

measured cross-bank profile to show the relationship between real and 

apparent bathymetries. 

IV.1 Coincidence 

We have echo-sounder traces of the bank cross-section and 

compare them to the shape of the image brightness. We look for the 

relationship between them in order to fix the bank pOSition on the 

image and to explain the brightness variation. 

Not having access to the digital values. a film of the 

optically processed image fig.IV.1 was digitised on a scanning 
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Fig.IV.2 Southern Bight - Image : Submatrix 1 is 
from the top left of Fig.IV . l. Here SF 
indicates the tail of th e South Falls . 
The feature east of the bank do es no t 
resemble a mobile vessel tra c k. A c hart 
wreckmark approximate s its po sitio n . 
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Fig . IV . 3 Southern Bight - Image: Submatr ix 2. 
extracted from s ubmatrix 1. is centr e d 
on station SF on the bank to p (Fi g. I .S ) . 
located wher e a dark wake trail s toward 
the bank from th e feature to t he east . 
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densit ometer to produce a 2-D matrix of values of optical density 

c:a, where 0< C?l(250 grey-scale value. This matrix was displayed on a 

high resolution screen and the hard copy obtained using a polaroid 

camera is reproduced as fig.IV.2 . A subset of the matrix was formed 

that just covered the bank along the diagonal of the new matrix. This 

was displayed and is reproduced as fig.IV.J, the poor quality of this 

figure is a result of expanding the coarse-grained polaroid original. 

If we now take an average along the diagonal of all the values 

of fig.IV.3 we get the curve of brightness values plotted as C; in 

fig.IV.4a. We are looking for a direct relation between (land ~, but 

we expect a better match to V (reciprocal ~ I. 

We therefore plot ci and -Vc:lin IV.4a, where 

d = - Je G. - GlJ j + Go I V. (01 ) 

This is a convincing demonstration that a global integration 

of the signal does NOT give a bank-like structure at the South Falls. 

The dark eastern face is interpreted as a steep escarpment, not a 

small amplitude topography, which invalidates the original assumption. 

In the terms of our pseudo-bathemetric analogy we have the 

effect of a pseudo-shadow. We could, perhaps, assume a pseudo-

illumination angle and a grey-scale upper bound for pseudo-shadow, but 

this would be over-working the analogy. There is coherent variation 

within the dark region that this approach would miss. It would not 

lead to any greater insight into the imaging mechanisms, nor would it 

help to find the bank related modulation of the surface wave field. 
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The actual problem that we have is that the histogram of (l is 

skewed to the high values, and the 'bright' face to the West is not 

much brighter than the surrounding region. If we concentrate on just 

the bank region itself and attempt a local fit we can avoid this 

effect. In fig,IV.4b we plot d and -lId' just in the region of the 

bank, to the curve~, which is taken from a 1980 echo-sounder trace, 

The horizontal extent of the bank is correctly modelled by 

-1/~ but this best local fit is still bad, We have a bank-like shape 

but it is steep to the East and slopes gently on the West side, the 

opposite of the real bank shape. 

This is the result of a local skew to high values which, 

unlike the global problem, can be removed, We stretch the 

/", 
to create the new variable ~, by the transformation, 

, 
G -- !..x ~ ( G I(. • O'Z ) 

, 
where the .02 scale factor ensures G is 0 (G I. 

coordinate 

IV. (02) 

~' is an odd function which we can integrate to give an even 
, 

function for a better fit to the real bank. We plot h., d, and -1/ a' 
in fig.IV .5a,b where, 

I V. (03) 

The global fit in fig. IV. 5a is no better but the curve h, of 

the echo-sounder trace maps well to -1/~' locally in fig.IV.5b, fixing 

the bank crest line on the image at the junction of the bright and 

dark 'faces'. 
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A good fit of a to the bank would have implied that 

u= ~h./)~, and so the better fit of -l/a' does suggest that u: d\1"/6'1' 

and hence, from equation 111.(111 

I V. (041 

We have arrived at this relation by a comparison of real and 

apparent bathymetries. A similar relation has been derived in a 

parallel investigation (Alpers and Hennings, in pressl. This was from 

a consideration of the full Hydrodynamic Modulation Function for the 

modification of the response of the Bragg scattering wave components 

over the bank. The HHF includes the effect of the modulation of 

gravity waves by the bank considered below in section IV.S. 

In this section we have successfully identifed the position of 

the bank crest line on the image but the fact that we must transform 

G. to C::,.' for a proper fit to the bank profile suggests that this 

model lacks credibility and that we must take a closer look at the 

mechanisms involved. 

IV.3 Surface velocity field 

We have shown that we need the surface water velocities over 

the South falls bank in order to model the variation of the surface 

waves. At present, shore-based HF ground-wave radar can measure 

surface currents to lcm/s accuracy, up to 30km from the coast with a 

1.2km range resolution, and up to 250km from the coast with a 15km 

range resolution. Furthermore, a surface following buoy is under 

developement to measure vertical profiles in the uppermost 2 metres. 
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However, in general, the provision of accurate oceanic and 

coastal sea surface water velocities is beyond the capacity of present 

day instrumentation. Certainly, no such instrumentation was deployed 

during the flight time of the Seasat satellite. Because of this, we 

take the approach here of estimating surface velocities by 

extrapolation from the sea-bed measurements previously used to 

estimate depth-averaged flow. 

Equation 111.(011 can be used as a first approximation for an 

analytical model. This has been done by Alpers and Hennings(in 

press), where the equations are utilised for the HMF. We are 

interested in a particular surface velocity field at South falls for 

the time of the Seasat overpass, 0646 GMT 19 August 1978. 

Fortuitously, the pattern of tides at this time was very 

nearly duplicated by those of 25 October 1960, and this can be seen in 

table A below. 
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We take advantage of this coincidence of times and heights to 

use the 1980 current meter measurements directly as a good estimate 

for the 1978 values. Therefore, for the Seasat overpass time 

(SST=0646GMT August 19th 1978), we use the equivalent tidal time 

(ETT=01468ST October 25th 19801. Now we have confirmed that the 

logarithmic assumption holds for 5min-averaged velocity values for the 

lower 20m of the 40m water depth at rig position SF3 off the bank. The 

velocity profile will deviate from a logarithmic curve in the upper 

20m (Monin and Yaglom,1971) but we leave this and other corrections, 

such as wind drift, for future work. 

We need some estimate for the value of lo so that we can 

extrapolate up to the surface. For rigs I, 2 and 3 we have 

respectively 2, 1 and 4 current meters. Therefore, at rig 3 only, we 

do have some real measure for~. The values of fig.IV.6 were formed 

by a regression on U, the total velocity vector, for all 4 meters. In 

general .1cm < lo< 1cm for maximum tidal flows, and this is indicated 

for ETT although a higher value is possible. 

We have postulated that the flow is separable into ~ and ~ 

component flows and we form the logarithmic profiles for each. We 

incorporate into the model the physical insight from the previous 

sections. In particular, we have assumed a roughness that increases 

over the bank to explain the invarient u and shown that it may be 

further increased in the accelerated flow on the flank. 
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The rig 3 component flow values for ETT from fig.III.8,9 are 

plotted in fig.IV.1. The curve for ~ indicates a ~o value compatible 

wi th the fig. IV. 6 to value. The 10cm value for tr = 0, although well 

supported, is a surprise. It may indicate an unusual roughness 

feature or a bottom jet and weakens, but does not invalidate, the 

separable flow assumption over the bank. Surface values at SF3 follow 

directly by extrapolation up to 40m height above the sea bed. 

At rig 1 the 1m values indicate a sharp direction change with 

height that creates widely differing %:0 values. We expect similar 

values, since sandwaves should be aligned normal to the flow and this 

is -45deg to the bank here, from the 2m flow direction value 245deg. 

Whether real or due to compass error this flow would invalidate the 

separable flow assumption and cannot be included in the model. It can 

be removed by taking the SF1-1m velocity amplitude with the SF1-2m 

value for direction to give new values ~ = .40 and V-= .48m/s. These 

give ~ = 0 at 10.4cm i.e. 4 x 2.6cm (the value at SF3), which is the 

correct ratio, and the same value for the ~ curve, as required. 

We really have problems at rig 2. There is only the one meter 

reading and the roughness value will be affected by the accelerated 

flow. We take double the rig 3 values. This gives an acceptable curve 

for U' but that for ~ gives an abrupt variation in surface values and 

a poor approximation to invariant ~. Although the different roughness 

values contradict this also, it is not important for the mass flux if 

the upper layer values are correct. 
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Inspection of fig.III.8 reveals that the SF2 value exceeded 

the SF3 value only minutes before ETT. It is unfortunate that we 

reject the only data point we have for this curve, but we do ~o in 

order that we can better understand the dynamics of the model. We 

therefore take the ~ curve for rig 2 from the 5.2 value for zo to the 

intersection point of the other two U curves. This gives a ~ value at 

10m of 0.18m/s, which is plausible, and a smoother model which is 

summarised below. 

TABLE IV.B 

1 Water velocities 0646 GMT on Derived 
1 South Falls bank 25th Oct 1980 Surface values 
1------. . . 
1 1 1 1 u at height Z u Speed 
1 rig 1 h 1 ZO I_v v tangle 
1 1 1 em 1 1m 2m 10m 
1--1-1--1 
I I 110.4 1 0.29 0.50 0.77 1. 23 
1 SFl 1 10 110.4 I 0.59 0.59 0.96 /248 
1--1-1--1 
1 1 1 5.2 I 0.70 0.89 1. 09 

1 SF2 1 20 /20.8 / 0.53 0.63 /232 
1--1-1--1 
1 1 1 2.6 I 0.49 0.58 0.80 0.99 1. 06 
1 SF3 1 40 110.4 1 0.14 O. 19 0.28 0.37 /217 
, --'--'--, 

NOTE: The velocity plots fig.IV.8,9 exhibit temporal 
fluctuations, local to each rig, and the velocities above 
are smoothed estimates typical for the whole bank length. 
NOTE: At SF1, the 1m component values are reworked, using 
the angle at the 2m level, to give new values that are in 
agreement with a separable model for the flow. 
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IV.4 Wave blocking 

When wave propagation is in the opposite s~nse to that of a 

current we must consider the possibility that some of the high 

frequency waves will be ·blocked'. A blocked wave component is one for 

which the phase velocity is insufficient for its propagation against 

the adverse current. The mechanisms considered are critical flow and 

the related but more important effect of radiation stress, 

Shallow water critical flow occurs when a long wave can reach, 

but not pass, a point, This occurs when the local adverse current v- is 

equal to Cs the phase velocity of the long (shallow-water) waves 

I V. (05) 

A wave of length l > 20 h is defined as shallow; therefore 

off the bank, in 40m water depth L ) BOOm, C~ > 20m/s ( l) 40 s) , 

on the bank, in 10m water depth L > 200m, G> 10m/s ( T> 20s) . 

Thus no shallow water waves are blocked by this mechanism as the 

maximum adverse current we need consider is 1.5m/s. 

Waves short enough to be considered as deep water waves have 

length L < 2h., and the phase velocity is 

IV. (06) 

so that short wave Froude number will vary with wave frequency. 

Off the bank, in 40m depth 1< BOm, ~< 11m/s (T< 7s), 

on the ban k, i n 10m d e p t h L < 20m, C.l < 5. 6 m / s (T < 3. 6 s ), son 0 tall 

deep water waves are blocked by this mechanism. 
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However, although the profile of the wave may pass over the 

bank we must consider the amplitude that it may have. While long wave 

energy travels with the phase speed, for short waves the energy and 

hence the amplitude, travels at the group velocity~, which is half 

the phase velocity. Thus for the 3.6s waves (L < 20m) ~= 2.8m/s and 

we lose most of the short wave energy. 

There is however an even more stringent criterion for wave 

blocking whereby the current does work on the waves through the 

radiation stress term of the energy balence equation. This is 

discussed in detail in the next section, but we note that fig.IV.O 

indicates that when V- is just one quarter of the phase velocity in an 

adverse current the amplitude amplification is such that wave breaking 

will occur. Thus the wave energy will be dissipated and no short wave 

energy passes the bank when opposed by the maximum tidal velocity. 

We can see that the criterion for blocking is that the 

wavelength L < 20m, and thus all intermediate and shallow water waves 

will pass over the bank while short wave energy accumulates downstream 

of the bank crest. 

IV.S Wave modulation 

We follow (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart,1960/1961), hereinafter 

referred to as LHSO/LHS1, which demonstrated that the equation for the 

variation of wave energy must include a radiation stress term through 

which the current can do work upon the waves and vice versa. 
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For the local variation of surface tidal current found, we 

assume that the change of topography will have an effect that is 

similar to the upwelling condition of case(1)-LHS1. The case(2)-lHS1, 

with a side inflow condition, verified that a constant current normal 

to the wave direction does not affect the equation for energy balance. 

We therefore write down the argument, as given in case(1)-

LHS1, with the OX and ~ coordinates transposed. 

The equation for the balance of wave energy, as modified by 

currents of arbitrary form, is given by 

IV. (07) 

here the radiation stress tensor is 

where for a current ( u., \f' ) and a wave in direction ~ 

The energy balance equation IV.(07) may therefore be written 

o 
IV. (08) 

For short waves, C~ = C /2 and IV. (08) becomes 

1. [E { 
~~ 

(/z + lJ"]+ o 
IV. (09) 
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Taking subscript 0 to indicate values far from the bank, we have 

+ 
IV. ( 10) 

and this is given in LHS1. I am indebted to Dr. U. Ehrenmark for a 

convincing demonstration that this reduces to 

1 

C 
-- 1 

(C + '2 \1) 

Hence it can be shown that an exact integral of IV.(09) is 

E. ( C /2 -+ U' ) C c.ot\st-ant 

and it follows that 

a..o 

IV. ( 11 ) 

IV. ( 12) 

I V • ( 13) 

This relationship was derived in LHS1 and is plotted in fig.IV.B which 

is taken from that paper. 

The behaviour for negative fJ../o.. o was described above under 

wave blocking. The curve for positive 0./0..0 shows the effect of a 

current ~ in the same sense as the wave phase velocity. This gives a 

reduction in amplitude for all wave components over the bank with a 

return to the original values once past the bank. It is not just the 

amplitude that changes over the bank. A related expression shows the 

wave number ~ reducing over the bank also. Therefore a wave 

component is smaller, longer and' faster at the bank crest line. 
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We can take at least one component in each direction to model 

the image intensity change of fig .lV.1 3$ a variation in surface 

roughness. However we must consider that a wave field consists of wave 

components from all directions. 

IV.6 Surface wave field 

We now include wave components from all directions and show 

that this extension is compatible with a wave amplitude minimum over 

the flank of the South Falls. 

We need not do a detailed wind analysis since a full hindcast 

for SST is not required. We use available information to describe, in 

a general sense, the varying wind wave field over the bank. The SST 

surface velocity is taken as that for ETT above. The reports from 

coastal stations gave winds 6-12knots from 130-170deg. 

This spans the space craft azimuth direction of 155deg. 

The spectrum of a wind-driven sea must include large 

amplitudes in some of the higher frequencies. For a wind speed of 

10knots (Pierson et al.1955) gives wave periods 1-65 between which 

this occurs, with the maximum amplitude at 1.8s. 

For each frequency. the maximum amplitude is in the direction 

with the wind and there is a minimum E. possibly zero. against the 

wind. A model for the variation between these extremes has been 

proposed (Tyler et al,1974) 

I 5 ((..0.),( 
C::t( g) = t + \. 1 - t.) (05 S/'l) 

IV. ( 14 ) 

-rr < S < rr 
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For the above equation S(W ), the power of the cosine, is even 

integer and varies inversely with frequency. 

The plot of q ( e) in fig. IV. 9 is for the S value of 4, 

appropriate for high frequencies, and is superposed upon a plot of the 

surface velocity field for ETT. Directional behaviourwill vary between 

that for cross-bank and for along-bank orthogonals. Cross-bank wave 

components have been well described above and we now consider an 

along-bank component. From the diagram we can see that, although South 

going waves will have been negligible, the North going along-bank wave 

components could have had a considerable amplitude. 

We therefore take a ray-path, or wave orthogonal, along the 

South Falls eastern flank at d\T/~~ = max. Shallow water refraction 

will divert intermediate and long waves from this path and they will 

not have contributed to the roughness. Now deep water waves can be 

refracted by a shearing current (LHS1), but here 

~V' + C)"- =0 a-x. ~'j 

This rate of strain tensor will be invariant under coordinate rotation 

so that no shear can exist. 

We now introduce the idea that wave energy may be transported 

along the bank crest line by a process related to wave diffraction. 

The eastern flank is an area of fluid velocity divergence at ETT and 

the water particles are therefore subject to dilatation. To 

demonstrate this we extend the LHSO/LHS1 analyses to consider a wave 

propagating normal to the case1-LHS1 flow. 
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We have then a constant current against the wave which causes group 

velocity wave blocking for wave periods T < 1s. For the SST 

configuration, this passes a 1s-25 period band of slow moving wave 

energy. 

We have a varying transverse current and we assume 

V;:' lu,"') C~:: (C~,o) 

this gives S - t.('2.~/c 1/Z 1 s~ :. E. [ c~ I c. - \/~ 1 
~-

and from IV.(OB) the energy balance becomes 

IV. ( 15) 

Now U. is constant and for deep water 2 c..~ = C so that 

giving 

o 
IV. ( 16) 

Now for South Falls /J.x. = 20 ~l and we can take 

t [E u- ] = 0 
'.} 

IV. ( 17 ) 

Therefore the amplitude reduces with the increase in current over the 

bank and we have shown that the image of fig.IV.1 is compatible with 

what information we have for the surface roughness variation at SST. 

The general wave field must include the effect of current 

reversal and the different fetch conditions for other wind directions. 

However, we have demonstrated here the main effects of spatial 

variation of wave amplitude at South Falls bank. 
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V DISCUSSION 

The hydrodynamics of a linear sand ridge have been 

investigated. The tidal flow over a sand ridge has been measured and 

compared with dynamical models. The effect of waves has been modelled 

and compared with a SAR image. The implications of this work are 

considered below. 

In chapters III and IV we described the present day regimes of 

wave and tide over the South Falls. We now consider the effects of 

past regimes of wave and tide upon the bank, in the light of the model 

results that indicate that the bank has a neutral roughness. 

V.l. GENESIS AND STABILITY 

The bank forming mechanism proposed by Houbolt(1968) was twin 

helical secondary vortices, aligned with the main flow. Little 

evidence has been found for this effect, and it is suggested in the 

next section that secondary vorticity generates a friction driven 

bottom flow that acts everywhere in a shallow sea. The way that this 

would be modified by the presence of a sand ridge is not clear, but it 

should be related to the cross-bank water slope. 

The measured ebb/flood imbalance around a bank of Smith(1969) 

and Caston and Stride(1910) was explained in hydrodynamical terms by 

Huthnance(1913). This flow regime was used in Huthnance(1982a,b) with 

small perturbations of the sea-bed to demonstrate bank growth up to an 

equilibrium profile for many wave-numbers. 
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The Southern Bight sea area was created by an increase in mean 

sea levels after the Flandrian transgression. It has been suggested 

(Jelgersma, 1979) and (O'Olier, personal communication) that the sand 

banks were created at that time. The suggested mechanism is wave 

action on beaches which would be concentrated on high ground as the 

sea level rose. These same beach processes would tend to destroy the 

bank and disperse bank material as water level topped the bank. 

However, it is suggested that the material accumulation was sufficient 

to offset this. The residual material not dissipated would modify the 

local fluid dynamic regime to create the conditions required for bank 

accumulation, and the material may still eKist as a bank core. 

Are linear sand ridges relic beaches modified by wave action 

during the initial transgression? Are they growing or moving, either 

of which could cause significant navigational problems? Such questions 

of the stability, both of size and position, relate to mechanisms for 

bank growth. Any mechanisms that can cause bank growth may also have 

created the linear sand ridges. We first consider the mechanisms that 

may eKist within the present day flow regime. 

We consider here the possibility of a bank forming mechanism 

that is related to differential roughness of the sea-bed. Within a 

region of constant depth, the flow could be modified by variations in 

roughness. Now McLean(1981) gave a model for smooth sand ribbons over 

a rough bed that generate a helical flow that sustains their 

existence. The initial growth mechanism suggested was the result of 

wake floW on individual point sources of roughness. 
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Variation of the turbulence between different areas could be 

generated by different roughness values that exist over a sufficiently 

large area of the sea-bed to affect the main body of the tidal flow. 

Higher turbulence levels mean larger turbulent viscosity values, so 

that the roughness element should act to slow the flow. 

The model of section 111.2.4 is again applied to a constant 

depth region of a channel flow. We take depth H as constant and 

equation 111.(10) becomes 

.X = u.K - tl.T' 

~[ ( H + P/~)"] - 0 

lr = - \(u - r u. 
. d~ 

V. (01 ) 

, 
We can use the function ~ as a modifier for V\ as before. 

However, 
. ,I. Slnce 1'\ 1S no longer water depth the dynamics are very 

different. The velocities no longer link back through the continuity 

relationship and we have no horizontal viscosity for a link either. 

The results should be interpreted with caution. 

Now continuity gives IT = constant always, so that \A. will 

decrease over a rough area and increase over a smooth area for any 

relation of ~ and f . The numerical solutions of fig.V.1 show the 

associated surface slopes. 

It is instructive to relate this equation for flow over an 

element of roughness (with K = \cl I ~') with that for the flow over a 

neutral bank(with ~ = ~). If we compare at the level of the mass flux 

we can see, in fig.V.1d, that the cross bank mass flux is very nearly 
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constant over the bank region for both models as required by 

continuity. The along bank mass flux is the same also, being , 
proportional to ~ in both cases. However, for the constant depth 

model the reduced mass flux means a reduced velocity vector so that 

deposition will occur. 

We consider then that, assuming a sufficient supply of sand, a 

long thin roughness element will accumUlate sediment that will modify 

the flow. First the original roughness will be covered by sand. If 

this forms a smooth sheet then velocities will increase to scour the 

rough area. This suggests that the covering sand will not accumUlate 

as a sheet but as a sand wave field such as Cutler Bank, off the east 

coast. Here the bed between sand waves is swept clear by the cross-

bank flow giving a constant depth. The flow may be represented by that 

for a small rough bank with similar reduced mass flux and velocity to 

the original rough element. 

Once this stage has been reached bank growth will occur in a 

manner similar to that for a bank that is formed from a core of beach 

material. The mechanisms for bank growth at this stage may well be 

those investigated in Huthnance(1982a). 

We assume that sand accumUlation will cease when the flow 

approaches that of a neutral bank. At this stage the velocity vector 

off and on the bank have the same value and any increase of bank size 

would create conditions for erosion. We can therefore assume that a 

neutral bank is an equilibrium profile and hence a stable feature. 
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We postulate that a loose boundary flow with varying roughness 

sufficient to affect the turbulent viscosity will adjust by erosion 

and deposition so as to create a uniform mass flux for the water flow. 

This is not related to the helical flow erosion and deposition of 

Mclean(1981), since sand ribbons contain only a small mass of sand 

relative to the depth of the flow. 

For small interruptions to the flow such as South Falls a 

uniform mass flu)( of water over the bank is possible, but 

interruptions such as Sandettie and the Goodwins should be able to 

sustain some permanent reduction to the mass flux and are exceptions 

to the above theory. 

The indications are. from the mechanisms considered, that 

banks could have formed quite rapidly. However, they give no definite 

evidence for the time of the commencement of bank building activity. 

Some banks may have formed at the initial transgression and be 

located by old high ground positions. Other banks may have formed at 

any time around areas of roughness. as discussed above. The bed 

instability considered in Huthnance(1982a) may be sufficient to 

initiate bank growth. We do not have evidence that rules out any 

mechanism discussed. and each mechanism may play its part at some time 

during the period of bank growth, requiring only a sufficient supply 

of sand. Notwithstanding this. the most opportune supply of sand may 

well have occured during the initial transgression. 
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The model result suggests that a narrow smooth element of less 

than the surrounding roughness would be swept clear of sediment by 

slightly increased velocity and remain unmodified by 

deposition. A sand wave field might accumulate at the edge of a broad 

smooth region and hence form a bank. The South Falls lies on the 

eastern edge of the Chalk outcrop and only on its northern end is it 

on rougher Tertiary Sands. 

The destructive effect of wind waves may be countered by some 

of the mechanisms within the tidal flow that are considered above. 

WHOW show that lower frequency wind waves and swell waves may have a 

constructive effect upon a sandbank that has attained a certain size. 

In chapter IV we showed that many hlghfrequency waves could be blocked 

by such a bank. For some intermediate frequencies the wave itself may 

pass over the bank but most wave energy cannot. We can expect that, in 

general, a sink for the wave energy will coincide with a source of 

sand accretion, since the sand entrained by a swell wave off th~ bah k 

may be deposited at the bank from any direction. 

However, we should expect that if the swell waves 

predominantly arrive from one direction then that side of the bank 

would increase more. For a stable bank this might give an erroneous 

impression of a sand transport direction that opposes the swell 

direction, since transport direction is often inferred from sandwave 

or bank shape. The cross-section of the South Falls, in fig.I.G, does 

indicate transport in the westerly direction, towards the prevailing 

direction for swell waves from the Dover Straits. 
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V.2 VORTICITY 

In the work so far we have assumed that the velocity profile 

is approximately logarithmic so that, for the purpose of modelling 

spatial variation, we represent this profile by a bulk value u., IT' 

which is used with the equations for a depth-averaged region with 2 

dimensions in the horizontal. 

The water velocity measurements of fig.III.6 confirm that the 

flow west of the South Falls bank, when smoothed over a 10min period, 

does increase with height above the sea-bed to approximate a 

logarithmic profile. This effect occurs both on the ebb and flood tide 

with no noticable wake effects on the downstream side of the bank. 

These measured values show no veering of the current between 1m and 

20m above the sea bed. Therefore any deviation from a simple 2-D flow 

must occur in the upper 20m of the water column, which is affected by 

waves, or in a layer only a few centimetres thick at the sea bed. 

The measured values on top of the bank do indicate some 

variation of flow direction with depth although the exact nature of 

this variation is not clear. Study of fig.III.3b suggests that this 

variation may be a result of problems with the rig. 

V. 2.1 Friction driven bottom flow 

We now consider whether we must directly model secondary 

vorticity effects in order to fully specify the flow over a bank. We 

should expect secondary vorticity to be vertically asymmetric and 

concentrated at the bed, where ~U./~'3 is a maximum. 
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What balance of forces could generate the flow that we have 

measured? That is, a generally 2-0 logarithmic profile with, at most, 

a small spiral effect close to the bed. For river meandering a 

bottom flow mechanism has been demonstrated (Scorer,191B). 

The meander curvature induces a centrifugal force that 

displaces water to the outer bank until the effect is balanced by the 

pressure force that is associated with the surface slope. Now the 

pressure must be uniform with depth, since it is a perturbation from 

the static pressure. 

However, the centrifugal acceleration that it balances varies 

with depth as 

,where t" is flow curvature, since 

V. (02) 

from the mainstream logarithmic profile. As \A. decreases rapidly to 

zero close to the bed, the centrifugal acceleration must reduce 

faster, being proportional to ~~. The excess pressure produces a 

bottom flow, a very thin layer at the bed with a strong flow across 

that of the mainstream. This bottom flow scours the outer bend to 

deposit sediment at the inner bend and enhance the original meander 

path. The laboratory investigation of a flow of this nature is 

described in sub-section 11.3.1. 

We seek an analogous balance between the Coriolis force and 

some parameter that is constant over water depth. The difference could 

generate an oceanic and shallow-sea bottom flow that would be an 
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important sediment transport mechanism. The effect must be much weaker 

than that for river meandering since, not only is it proportional to 

2-U rather than ~, but we have shown that the Coriolis balance is only 

a second order effect for flow at the South Falls. 

However, there is some hope since river meandering is very 

rapid when considered on geological timescales and the continued 

existence of linear sand ridges in a strong tidal regime is an aspect 

of the phenomenon that we seek to explain. 

, / 

If we consider a new coordinate system ~, ~ aligned with the 

mainstream flow V in the ~~direction, since we have deliberately not 

included a transverse Reynolds stress term, the equations 111.(10) 

become 1 d? 
V -

K dX. , 
~p 

- rr V 
~~ 

, 
v. (03) 

, 
where in the X-direction the pressure driven flow is balanced by 

( 

friction, but in the ~ -direction the flow is balanced by the Coriolis 

force. This is the balance we seek and it suggests that, subject to 

the assumptions we have made such as the rejection of the horizontal 

Reynolds stress terms, a bottom flow normal to the mainstream flow 

does exist. 

The Ekman equations for current veering describe a balance of 

the Coriolis force and the turbulent friction term by ignoring the 

pressure term (Gill, 1982). Within an ocean or sea with any 

considerable current the surface slopes would not be negligible. 
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In general, therefore, we prefer this solution to Ekmans for 

shallow seas and other regions of strong bottom current. ror sea and 

ocean surface flows ~~/a5 will only be large instantaneously within 

an increasing wind field. For oceanic flows, that are forced by an 

integrated wind stress, the Ekman solutions apply. 

The numerical solutions fig.III.14 show that )'p/)~ for 

channel flow away from the bank top does generate a bottom flow that 

acts alternately towards each coastline. The sense of this flow is 

opposite to that of the Coriolis force and so to the left of the 

mainstream in the Northern hemisphere. 

It is of interest that this effect is independent of the 

choice for the parameterization of friction. Away from the high 

friction regime of the South Falls the thickness of the bottom flow 

may increase to approach the form of an inverted Ekman flow. 

V.3 HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLING IN TWO-DIMENSIONS 

We now consider the reduction of the number of dimensions that 

relate to a problem. This technique is used extensively for the model 

equations in chapter III. All fluid motion is of spatial dimension 3, 

yet most hydrodynamic modelling uses 2-D, or even 1-0 models. A 

thorough justification for this practice seems to be lacking in the 

basic texts. 
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V. 3.1 Weak and strong dimensions 

We suggest here a formal structure within which the use of 

such modelling can be discussed. The practice suggests that a physical 

process can be described as n-dimensional if n continuous real 

parameters are sufficient to describe it. This is discussed in 

Mandelbrot(1982) where the 'fractal· or fractional dimension of 

Hausdorff is covered in some detail. Here some fractal measures for 

turbulence are suggested, but this is essentially a geometry of 

objects and not a description of processes, although a physical 

process can be regarded as a four-dimensional object. 

We find it useful here to follow the laymans practice and 

separate time and the spatial dimensions, Thus, hereinafter the term 

dimension will refer solely to spatial coordinates that measure a 

space or a physical process. In order to discuss the parameterization 

of friction we define a fractional dimension for a physical process. 

This is done to avoid causing confusion by any misuse of the 

relatively well-defined mathematical concepts of topological dimension 

and Hausdorff dimension. 

Therefore, without reference to previous usage by any other 

authors, we introduce the concepts of the weak and strong 

dimensionality of a physical process. By a weak dimension we mean one 

for which all internal parameter variations are small and/or one for 

which physical processes may be neglected without large errors. The 

converse applies to a strong dimension. This must then imply that each 

dimension is a variable that has some value less than 1. 
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We do not attempt to quantify this value, but merely assert 

that a strong dimension is not close to zero and that a weak dimension 

is not close to one. We may consider, as an example, a spherical wave 

as being weakly 3-D and strongly 1-D. This suggests that the weak 

dimensionality of a process describes the Euclidean space that 

contains it while its strong dimensionality describes an important 

aspect of the nature of the process itself. We will therefore speak of 

a process as being only weakly 3-D to imply that it can be modelled 

using less than the 3 dimensions of the space that it occupies. 

V.3.2 Parameterization of friction 

When we consider the full 3-D equations of motion, the effects 

of bottom friction are entrained up into the body of the flow by a 

vertical turbulent diffusion of momentum. It is assumed for the 

purposes of modelling linear sand ridge hydronamics, that the flow is 

strongly 2-D and only weakly 3-D. When we make this assumption, and 

average over depth, we impose constraints upon the model that must 

reflect the physical reality. 

In order to model the tides in the Irish Sea Taylor(1919) 

found that a 2-D model needed a friction term that varied with depth. 

This reflected the physical fact of differing friction between the 

deep and shallow flows for the region considered. Similarly, Proudman 

and Doodson(1924) used the same friction term to produce numerical 

models of the amplitude and phase of the tides in the North Sea as 

reproduced in fig. I.1b. 
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It is not certain that this effect will translate to the 

hydrodynamics of a linear sand ridge. For the Irish Sea and North Sea 

scales of flow, velocity profiles will differ between deep and shallow 

regions, since both deep and shallow flows are deeper than the 

boundary layer. This may not be the case for linear sand ridge flow. 

Here both deep and shallow water flow may be dominated by boundary 

layer effects and may be adequately represented by a logarithmic law 

right up to the surface. In such a case the deep and shallow flows 

will have a depth-averaged value that is essentially the same, and the 

friction term that we use for the model should not be depth-dependent. 

V.4 TIDAL FRICTION 

We now consolidate the description of the tidal flow over a 

narrow bank and its relation to the flow of a shallow continental 

shelf sea. We also consider the effect of the sand banks upon the 

flow, the other side of the tidal friction problem. 

The choice in section 111.2.4 of a neutral, rather than a 

rough, bank implies that, within the South Falls region. friction does 

not change with change of depth from 40m to 10m. For this condition. 

both mechanisms discussed in Huthnance(1973) will not be significant, 

and the flood/ebb imbalance (Smith,1969) (Caston and Stride.1970) may 

not be present. The unsuccessful 1981 current meter deployment was 

intended to answer this question. 
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How shallow are the regions that provide the friction to 

dissipate tidal energy? Our model implies that for a neutral bank, 

with K = R the South Falls does not contribute to friction in ttle 

Southern Bight. It is as if the flow adapts to the bank presence by 

modifying the bank so that friction is minimised. 

We cannot presume that shallow regions do not contribute to 

tidal friction. The above argument only applies to linear sand ridges, 

not large banks such as the Sandettie that are of sufficient breadth 

to ensure that the reduced mass flu~ across the bank cannot be 

compensated for by an increased velocity. There must be cross bank 

friction for a broad bank, although it may not contribute greatly to 

tidal friction if the main flow is elsewhere. 

The average friction for the Irish Sea has been calculated 

(Taylor,1921l using the formula 

v. (04) 

This value varies very little for values of H = 40m and 

H = 10m which is in accordance with the notion that friction on and 

off the bank should have the same value. While it may be that other 

linear sand ridges such as the Norfolk banks do not contribute to 

friction we have not shown this. If the Norfolk banks are rough banks, 

in the sense that along bank velocities are lower on the bank than off 

the bank, then they will contribute to the tidal friction. 
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The concept that friction does not change greatly with change 

of depth in shallow sea regions where the friction is high may help to 

explain the success of many of the large-scale numerical models of 

shallow seas. The exact parameterization of friction through the 

Reynold stresses and accurate representation of bottom roughness 

elements is not possible because of the limited spatial resolution. In 

spite of this the models (Proudman and Doodson,1924) give values for 

tidal heights and tidal streams that match well with measured values. 

This concept cannot be applied to very shallow regions of near 

critical flow, such as the Goodwin Sands, where numerical models are 

known to give a poor representation of reality. 

V.5 SUHHARY 

The first chapter contains introductory information to define 

the physical region and the problem. It includes a review of work by 

previous authors on the flow over tidal current ridges. 

Chapter II contains the preliminary work which included field 

trips for the assessment of the viability of available oceanographic 

measuring equipment. The velocity profile section gives discussion of 

rough and smooth turbulent flows, the laminar sublayer, parting 

lineations and Magnus force and also considers sediment settling 

velocity and entrainment. A computational sub-section includes a 

low ~ model that uses a vorticity-stream function solution for 

laminar channel flow. A turbulent flow computer model was implemented 

that used a simplified Nikuradse curve to generate smooth and rough 

flow solutions with a linear sublayer. 
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A sea-bottom rig was designed and constructed to measure water 

velocity, sediment concentration, salinity and temperature. In fact, 

salinity and temperature did not vary significantly, and water 

velocity was the only parameter that could be measured satisfactorily. 

Field work with this new equipment demonstrated successful measurement 

of water velocity vectors at two sites within the Thames Estuary. 

Next was an introduction to the powerful effects of secondary 

vorticity. Laboratory work was undertaken with Professor Scorer at 

Imperial College on fixed bed flow visualization and loose bed 

adaptation. Clear evidence was found for the existence of the 

centrifugally driven bottom boundary flow. 

Some water velocity measurement data was obtained from HRS 

Wallingford. Analysis of the raw data was inconclusive. Some ready 

analysed data was plotted as a mainstream logarithmic profile and 

plots of the cross-stream flow were made. These seemed to show a 

secondary vorticity effect but in fact this was a result of the 

aliasing of turbulent fluctuations that arose from the method of 

profiling with a single current meter. 

Chapter III contains the major investigation 

undertaken into the hydrodynamics of the South falls bank. 

Tidal flow measurement 

that was 

The field work involved the deployment of a current meter rig 

designed with help and advice from RVS Barry. This used Aanderaa 

current meters supported on a wire rope between a bottom weight and a 

sub-surface buoyancy buoy. This type of rig was used for all future 
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field work. A sand bank top free from sand waves was identified after 

a side-scan survey of the majority of the Southern Bight sand ridges. 

No data resulted since the rig was not recovered. 

A rig re-design gave on bank, flank and off bank rigs to be 

deployed in a straight line across the bank. Field work results were 

exceptional with a data return of 100%. This data was processed to 

give 24hour length plots of along-bank and cross-bank velocity 

vectors. As expected the cross-bank velocity was dominated by 

continuity. Unexpectedly, the along-bank velocity at each height 

showed little variation on and off the bank. An attempt was made in 

1981 to collect data to confirm this but the data return was poor. 

Tidal flow modelling 

The first simple theory assumed for flow over a linear sand 

ridge used cross-bank continuity and the logarithmic profile derived 

from constant depth channel flow. Fluid accelerations and horizontal 

turbulent viscosity effects were ignored. 

For the 1980 theoretical work a full dynamical model of an 

infinite length sand bank was implemented. This finite width model was 

similar to the infinite width model of Huthnance(1973). The vertical 

viscosity was approximated by a linear friction term, but the non

linear advective and horizontal viscosity terms were ignored. A 

numerical model with sinusoidal forcing in time gave unacceptably high 

values for cross-bank surface slope when run until repeatable values 

were achieved. This is because the bank width and length are not large 

by comparison with the tidal wavelength. 
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For the third year some synthesis of the 1980 measured values 

and the dynamic model was sought. Steady-state equations were formpd 

from a consideration of the different timescales for the tidal and 

spatial variations of velocity. If we take the measured velocity 

values as given, then the only free parameter for the equation is the 

value of K for linearized friction. 

Two possible solutions were identified. The solution that 

seemed most likely was that the bank retarded the flow. This gave a 

balance between Coriolis and friction and from the Ekman solutions we 

should expect that this would cause a veering of the velocity vector 

within the water column. The measured off-bank flow refutes this, 

there is no measurable veering of the flow. We must choose the 

solution for a neutral bank that is effectively frictionless and does 

not retard the bank flow. This requires a balance of surface slope 

amd friction so that this frictionless bank must exist within a region 

of high friction. 

Chapter IV contains an investigation of the wave field 

variation over South Falls bank. A Synthetic Aperture Radar image from 

SEASAT shows a very strong variation in brightness over the South 

Falls. The measured velocity values, from chapter III, were used to 

model the surface velocity field over the bank for the time of the 

satellite over-pass. The effects of wave blocking due to critical flow 

and of wave modulation by radiation stress were both considered. An 

approximate hindcast for the region Showed that the variable roughness 

due to wave-current interaction was directly proportional to this 

brightness. 
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In chapter Y the effects of waves and tide upon the bank were 

considered in the light of the model results that indicated that the 

bank had a neutral roughness. 

Section V.l gave consideration to the .extrapolation or the 

present day flow regime to investigate the tide and wave regimes of 

previous time. This might help to explain the origin and continu~d 

existence of linear sand ridges. 

From the work in chapter III it was argued that a sand ridge 

could form around any abrupt change of roughness of the sea bed. The 

only pre-requisite is a sufficient supply of sand for the bank to 

grow. Neutral banks like South Falls are no longer growing and are 

stable features of the flow. 

We have no evidence to distinguish between the different 

mechanisms that exist within a tidal flow for bank genesis and growth. 

Indeed, a bank may even rely upon the bank building properties of 

swell waves for its final stability. 

In section Y.2 the laboratory work on secondary flow was 

assessed. It lead directly to the idea of the friction driven bottom 

flow from a balance of pressure and Coriolis force. 

Some three-dimensional aspects of bank and channel flow were 

considered for an analogous mechanism to the river meander bottom flow 

from a balance of Coriolis force and cross-channel surface slope. For 

a rough bank this Coriolis driven secondary vorticity would be 

moderately strong. 
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However. for a neutral bank. the preferred soluliorl abuve. 

Coriolis is a second order effect. so that a frictiun driv~n bollom 

boundary flow will be weak and act only within a thin layer. Since it 

acts at the loose boundary we can assume that lhe Dff~cl will slill bu 

significant. 

In section Y.3 we considered the effect of the reduction of 

model dimensions upon the parameterization of friction. 

In section Y.4 the implications of the assumptlon of a 

frictionless neutral bank were considered. This suggests that linear 

sand ridges may not contribute to the dissipation of tidal energy in 

shallow seas. 

V.6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The construction and operation of the bottom mounted rig (or 

velocity measurement was very successful and lead into the main thesis 

topiC of flow over a linear sand ridge. 

The 1980 data set on velocity over the South falls is the 

keystone for the whole thesis. The experience gain~d from previous 

fieldwork gave me confidence in the quality of the data obtained. 

While this confidence means that I have been able to use the 

information for quite far-reaching assumptions aboul the dynamics of 

bank flow. these are only speculation without confirming mpasur~nlenl. 

It must be borne in mind that that the data collection WJS only 

possible because an anomalous bank top region was (ound lhat was frpe 

from sandwaves. An assumption has been made that the character of the 

flow is not different within this region. 
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We should not expect the turbulence characteristics to be the 

same for this smooth bank top region and if the turbulence levels arc 

analysed they should not be used to describH the frictional 

characteristics of the bank top in general. A considoration of the SAR 

image of fig.IV.l,2, suggests that the turbulent wake from a Wrf~ck 

could provide an explanation for the existence of this smooth region. 

It has not been shown that the rejection of all non-ljnear 

terms from the dynamic model is valid. Even so this has led to a 

greater insight into the basic mechanisms of tlank flow. The nlOst 

useful contribution has been the synthesis of tho dynamic mudel 

results and the measured velocity values. 

Work on this numerical model was commenced at a late stage of 

the investigations presented here and has not yet been brought to a 

successful conclusion. The most promiSing results have been obtained 

by using equations that have been normalised by~. This ensures that 

individual terms are close to and thus avoids numerical 

instabilities. It appears that the relation of the timestep to the 

value of R. must be constrained for successful operation. 

Work should continue on the numerical model, but satisFactory 

results have not been obtained with the present form. There were 

interesting and adventurous aspects to this model. One was the srmi

implicit centered difference scheme which allows naturally implemented 

diffusive terms by a Dufort-Frankel form of differencing (Venn,1917). 

However, since we have avoided diffusiVe terms, meaningful results 

might be rapidly achieved by the use of a simple explicit numerical 

scheme. 
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Another good aspect of the model was th~ linpar form with no 

horizontal viscosity, and this should be retainpd. For future work ttw 

model should include a \j )\Jf4)~ term. 

The work with the SAR image gave a clpar picture of Wdve 

variation due to the velocity field over a bank. Hit! sl'dilllPflt 

transport implications of such a wave field need more study, but Gwell 

wave blocking may have a bank building effect. 

The analysis of satellite images may become an important 

source of oceanographic information, but although new techniques may 

show promise we must be aware of the limitations. The ground based Hr 

ground-wave radar systems use signal-processing techniques to obtain 

accurate quantitative measurements. However, here the space bas~d 

micro-wave radar has been used in an imaging mode that is essentially 

qualitative. The extraction of quantitative information from such an 

image is a subject for further research, and it may be that the radar 

altimeter will prove to be of greater scientific use than SAR. 

The friction-driven bottom flow was first investigated as a 

potential bank-building mechanism. In fact, the curves for cross-bank 

surface slope 111.14 clearly show that this ~?/~'3genPrated mechanism 

operates everywhere else within the channel flow, but that it is not 

c I ear h ow it 0 per ate s 0 v e r the ban k. The ~ p I ~ ~ = 0 .1 i n e s e cl C h sid e 0 f 

the bank should suppress transport. 

This still gives a method for sand accumUlation at the bank 

edges but the actual mechanisms over the bank need to be modelled in 

more detail. 
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Any such modelling must include the vertical dimensiun, anrl 

this may best be achieved by the rejection of the "'--, "", \:> modelling 

technique. The solution of the vorticity and stream fune tj on 

equations, the method used in section 11.2.2, may be the best appruactl 

to take for future work. 

We have not managed to provide evidence that would help to 

distinguish between different theories for bank genesis and stability. 

The helical flow of Off(1963) and HcLean(1981) may have had important 

effects on some scales at certain times. The wpll-confirmpd 

hydrodynamic flow of Huthnance(1973), and the effect upon thp tiddl 

flow of the differing roughness values of large sea-Lprl patches, that 

is argued above, may each play some part in the growth of sand ridul's. 

The destructive effects of wind waves may pvpn be offset by sand 

deposition that is a result of swell waves. 

-0-
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APPENDIX A 

EQUIPMENT USED 

The practical work involved laboratory studies, field work in 

the Thames Estuary and Southern Bight and the processing and analysis 

of a synthetic aperture radar image from the Seasat satellite. 

A.l Flow tank 

Laboratory studies were conducted using the Armfield flow lank 

in the Theoretical Mechanics laboratory of Imperial College. This can 

be used with a white or dark plastic bottom layer or with a fine sand 

mobile bed. Sand is trapped by a downstream stilling tank and lhe 

recirculated water is pumped to an upstream stilling tank. Here the 

pump-induced turbulence dissipates as the fluid rises to the upstream 

free-surface level of the flume. 

Passive tracers can be used for a direct flow measurement. 

The pump speed is related to the water mass flux and this can also bQ 

used as a measure of relative water velocity. There is a problem 

associated with the minimum flow required for the pump lubrication so 

that laminar flow conditions cannot be aChieved. 

A.2 Water velocity measurement 

Much of the field work has involved the measurenlent of water 

velocity. Any such values should be treated with caution, since water 

velocity meters of different type often give readings that are not 

compatible. 
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Any sampling equipment acts as a filter and the recorded data 

values are subject to the space-time resolution threshold for the 

instrument which is the grid-scale below which we cannot measure. The 

measured parameter that is achieved will be an averaged value, related 

to the size and response time of the sensor. Now for any model we 

construct from the readings the grid-scale is a function of the 

sampling period ~t, which is the time between consecutive readings. 

As an example, QAt , the product of the velocity and sampling period 

gives a lower bound for the length scale of the eddies that we can 

measure or model. 

A. 2.1 Braystoke 

This is a direct reading current meter with a digital wire 

link to the on-board recorder. The speed sensor is a lightweight 

plastic impellor kept pointed into the flow by a thin stainless steel 

vane. Response times for both speed and direction changes are good. 

An instantaneous reading is taken for direction but the 

velocity is measured as a count of impellor revolutions and is usually 

integrated over a sample time of 30s. In this case the minimum 

sampling period is then 60s. The count can be taken as a reading in 

metres per second. The counters of the recorder need to be manually 

zeroed before each velocity and direction reading. No digital data 

logger was available for use with this equipment. 
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A.2.2 Aanderaa RCM4 

This recording current meter was fitted with pressure 

transducer suitable for shallow water deployment. The temperature, 

salinity, pressure and current direction are instantaneous readings 

while current speed is integrated over a sample time equal to the 

sampling period. The current speed register can be scaled to avoid 

overflow. The readings are stored on magnetic tape that must be 

translated for the data processing. Tape size and battery life both 

limit the instrument to a ma~imum of 10,000 samples. Thus the total 

time is 2yr for deployment with the ma~imum sampling period ~t of 2hr, 

and with the minimum sampling period of 30s the total time is 3.4days. 

The current speed sensor is a lightweight Savonius rotor that 

records speed from any direction. Speed response time is good but the 

sensor can over-read when the speed values oscillate at a frequency 

greater than l/At. The current direction sensor is a 1m wide by 37cm 

deep weighted plastic vane. The rotational inertia is large so that 

directional response is slow. 

A.2.3 ECM 

The electromagnetic current meter works by recording the 

change of magnetic flu~ resulting from the flow past the 10cm 

diameter, lozenge-shaped sensor. It is suitable for turbulence 

measurements since the sample rate> 1Hz. These instruments require 

careful calibration and those used for the data analysed in section 

11.3 suffered from drift. 
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A.3 Radar 

There are many analogies that can be drawn between the 

familiar sonar remote sensing equipment that uses acoustic waves and 

the equivalent electro-magnetic instrumentation. However, the 

difference is that whereas, with the right waveguide, low frequency 

sound can travel kilometres without significant attenuation, radio 

waves in water attenuate within centimetres. This limits radio 

instruments to measurements of the sea surface by propagation through 

the atmosphere. 

At high angles of the incident ray, the return from radar 

signals may be by specular reflection but at grazing angles the 

backscattered return is by the coherent addition from many wave crests 

of a sinusoid with wavelength half that of the radio wave. This is 

referred to as Bragg resonant backscatter by analogy with the 

diffraction phenomenon. 

Microwave radar range is limited by the line of sight 

propagation mode of the GHz frequencies used. Range can be improved by 

the use of a high platform. Side looking airborne radar (SLARI can 

record sea surface images. The operating principles are very similar 

to those of a sidescan sonar (Dyer, 19791. 
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Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) must be deployed from a moving 

instrument platform such as an automobile, train, aircraft or 

spacecraft. Unlike the SLAR and sidescan sonar SAR has a small real 

aperature antenna that gives a broad azimuthal beamwidth. Thus any 

target remains within the beam for several pulse returns which are all 

analysed. Since each of these pulses was emitted from a different 

vehicle position, when they are analysed together, they synthesise a 

long effective antenna length and give a high resolution in azimuth. 

Thus this resolution is related only to real antenna size. 

The synthetic aperture system does have its faults. The main 

difficulty encountered is that of moving targets. Azimuthal position 

of the target relative to the vehicle is calculated from the Doppler 

frequency of its speed relative to the vehicle. This calculation 

assumes that the target is stationary. A moving target such as a train 

or ship will be displaced relative to its surroundings in the SAR 

image. To a smaller degree this will affect surface waves. The Seasat 

satellite was operational for a few weeks in 1918. It contained an 

altimeter and scatterometer that both produced valuable oceanographic 

data. It also contained the SAR that was used to produce the Southern 

Bight image of fig.IV.1. 
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Preliminary Observations for a Model of Sand Bank Dynamics 

J. Fo \ Oenn and B. D'Oli'er ' 

!::.:.=:ducti'J:"l 

~\e =~ oor t ~e re C:l sorr.e !'ie 1:: observ ations of bedforms, of the 
int-::nal s-:.r uct ".:=e of sand.!:!i:'.i<.s a nd on s ome current meter read
i~gs at a ~arro"'" linear sa~:! ridge, the South Falls bank. Some 
pre limlnar::' stuc i es o! the :-.ydrodynamic velocity field are also 
?re$e~tec. The ~.oc!elling s :.:. ~::ests that the extreme narrowness 
of ~~e bank i s ~i i mportan -:. !actor determlnlnq the results ob
ta i :.ed fro::. t he :ield studies. These results cannot therefore 
be e x trapo l ated ~o b r oade r banks s uc h as the Sandettie. We sug
~es~ that loca l sea s u rface slope cou ld be one of the factors 
af!ectln~ t~e ~e~e s i s a n d = a intal n a nce of t he So u th Falls bank. 

Osci llator y tida~ fl~. over ?arallel topography was considered 
b v ?;".I thnance (19i31 to dete~"'ine t he time- mean c urrents , We con
sider the t ime - " aryin~ flo-.· °Ji thin the tidal cycle for simi lar 
to;>ographies an': apply the results to the South Falls Bank 
(Fig . 11 . 

The sedl~nt tra~sport i mplications for t h is flow show that 
· b2:.~ -building · ~chani sms =ay exist in the f low immediately 
abo,oe t he sea bec! . We s uggest that a friction-driven bottom 
bo~~ary flow f ~ lfils t hi s requireoent. The resul tlnq picture 
a,reB wit:: thl1~ suggested =,. an a.."lalysls of bedforms . 

~oCE!llnc ~ ~e ~4~er Ci rcula ~ ion 

h"~ ,: ::",.sice : a !"r!t! scr!ace ! 10""" in a rotat ing c han ne l, a reqion 
bo-.:.: ed by coa$~ llnes at. y •• y n4.X. Variations in x are slow 
c o::.;:ued ~ o ~ ~e !ocal ,·arl .. ~ 1 0n s uc. ... t h at all paraJ:>eters Clay l>'l _ 
cc~s:dere~ :~va = ien : l~ x. excepe ? which is linear in x. The 
!": e~ SU I" !ace i s : ,. : ( ... , a~':e t h e oean sea leve 1 z s 0 wl th the 
sea :eo !': :!I< ~ (y; :.elcr ... : 

r :::~ed·_A. ": ' =:-:: :: :"'-::'!-":: . ~~J.: ':05 1%' 

:: : :- t:.I... ~e J. ~..c.lcs. t-~. by su~nwr.nlLen.1 
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~ Definition of axe. and 
topoqraphy 

The :'epth-averagec equa~ io:l s of mc~ion A:'ld continuity reduce 
to: 

\:. :. + vUy - fv • - -: p x - Ku + ;-.:.:.,,/~, 

\" ... V\' + fu • - .!. p - Xv + A'; 
- ¥ r yy 

+ [(h + () v J y • 0 (1) 

where u and v. are \'e loci t.ies in. the directions x and y and sub
scri?ted variables incica~e the par~ial derivative with respect 
to t~e s ubscript. 

Her" R - K (y) i. a linearized eddy vi scosity term also known .. 
the Culdberg-Mohn coefficient of virtual internal friction. Thi. 
.... u::::ption is rarely used no-.. , particularly where friction is 
important Since it i s known to b" inaccurate. 

.., 
J. 
. ; 

-I 
The ! lov we are ooeelling i s a strong t idal stream with u > I as ~ 
maxl:::l:l .tream val"" in c::arted de:>ths of -71sm < z < -37lsa with 
tida: range ; m. Fricti~ ~ill therefore be v"ry important and 
our =~olce of a "alue fo::- !( a nI! 1 t-s soatia.l varia.tIon vl11 domi
nate th" solution •• e ha\-e IHtl" to guide u.s in this choice ex· 
c.ept. :or the ocea.": i c It .... al :J,es of 10- 6 s- 1 used in Neunann and 
Pi"rso:l (196 6 ) for !lo-oIS ,-ery ob,·iou.s ly not friction-d.om1nated. 

We v!ll ~ss~ K - !. T~c s !or f - 10 - 4 5-
1 

we take a qener&l 
val ue !t • 10- s- t ~or a s!\allooo# sea. w~ vl11 iqnore the ~r
LVoR= !'Ion- l1:l..ar ~ .. =s 1:t ~q_ I I ) so t hat _ r"tain the ability 
to s:.:-::-ecoose 1nt!.e:>c!:'!.de!'!:t so lu tio:o1s. 7 !'te advect ion teras VUy 
and ·.~·v ':"ere shcr--:: "::"! F.\:::_~a.nce (1 <:7) ) to generate a.n impot
tan:. :ldal =es ic1\u.l !'lO"o( a.::.1:! t.!'le !":c =lzon:a l viscosIty te~ AUyy 
... .,d ~7~ ...... t:4:" a 1so =e i=;:o=,:a:-:t.. t!o-,.e-: er f t.hese o .1qht be inelu
de·~ .-:~eb t.~ t! full =o:!el !. s cO:isiderec. 

.. -
It ... -
i' 
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We redefine pressure as (l/p)P(x,yJ • p(y) - Yy • Xy. This is 
the pressure anomaly from the hydrostAtic balance where water 
height t - p/g metres. 

We utilize the X and Y imposed slope as a sinusoidal variation 
in time to generate a u, v field for the channel. The South 
Falls is a type A bank as defined by Kenyon et al. (1981), that 
is, the axial offset 0 is anticlockwise with respect to the re
gional direction of peak tidal flow. We can therefore take 
Y _ 0 since v can be generated to the correct order of magni
tude from X alone. 

Subject to these conditions Eqs. (1) become 

ut - fv = X - Ku 

v
t 

+ fu p - kv 
Y 

t t + [(h • t) v J y = 0 (2) 

Numerical modelling of the equations in this form was not re
warding. The shallow regions go out of phase with the deeper 
regions by the end of one tidal cycle. A numerical model which 
may have to include some of the non-linear terms will be the 
subject of a further paper . However, some simple modelling can 
be achieved if we consider a separation of timescales. 

Depth Variation 

We consider now the effect upon a channel flow of a long ridge 
with crest at Y = 0 as shown in Fig. lb. This parallel topo
graphy is similar to that cons idered by Huthnance (1973) . 

For the spatial variation of K we migh t expect that for the 
small"r depth scale on top of the bank the eddy viscosity would 
be reduced. Indeed HQthnance (1973) used K - k/h with k constant. 
However, apart from t he region used for the current meter ob
."rvations the bank top is covered with sandwaves. This should 
·locally increase t he turbulence, so we will assuoe that the." 
tve effect s cancel a nd take K(y) • K cons tant. 

For an angle a > 10°, spatial variation will be on a faster 
time.cal" than the tidal variation which can thus be considered 
invarien t. 

Thus Eqs. ( 2 ) beco-...e 

u • k I x + fv ) 

llh + t)vl y ·0 

p • - ~v -y 
(3 ) 

for t h e local var i atio:1 of t he veloci t y field over a na.rrov sand 
ridge . 

-il __ 
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To ach1eve a practical kinematic model we consider that since 
I( )0 f and u ,. v we therefore have Xu »fv. If we further can 
4SS U1':\e h >- ; we t~en have 

u • 0 
r 

(b·l y ·0 

(Pyhl y • 0 

This is a practical pred1ctive tool given the external flow 
v a lue. 

(4 ) 

, he c.?th- a·:erac;ec, li nearized flo·~ described ·.ith no spatial 
c~a~~e fo~ ~ a nd ! ' 2-D flow ' change for v 1s a surprisingly 
si mp~: ~ocel and require s validat ion . 

Sout~ Fal l s Bank :ield St udies 

\\e ... ere for~:L,ate to discover on t he South Falls bank a region 
not covered -.'1 th san d- ..... aves , and thus su i table for fie Idwork con
necte::' wi t:: 3:'\ l:: ":estiqation into b ank d ynamics . 

Equat~ons ( 3 1 anc ( 41 are utilized for a prediction of the local 
!lO-J ·.-ariation !cr this r e gion (Fig . 1) . 

Flo .... ?redic<::lon: 

gl ~:en t hat off the bank 1n 40 m water depth 

u • 1 cIs and • 17 < i.e. v .0.25 mi. 

t~e :'\ on ~~e ba~k 1n 10 M water depth 

u • 1 "Is and v • 1 m/s i.e. Q • 45 ° 

i. e. ~'le volocIty vector on the bank is greater tha.n the tidal 
5trea,;;. vec~o= of! ~he ba:'lk , 4_nd its a ngle to t he bank i n creases 
!>y 2 8 -

Water flow ceasure::>ents obtained durinq 1980 and 1981 are used 
to test the accuracy of t hese ?red1cted velocity vectors (Fig. 
2al. 

: u rre:-. :. Xe:.e r Da ta A..""a1·'-5i5 

~.!"I:de:aa c::: : e:st ~eters · ... ere ceploy e-d on Sout-h falls bank. ( P19. 
1 ) . !~e ce :. e r POs ltlo~s re lati ve to t he b~~ are marked on an 
ec~o soun~e= trace o~ t~e bar~ cross-section (flq. 2b ) . Velo
cit ies of ~ :. ~e ba:~ are co--pa r e~ w1t ~ the veloc i ty on the ! l~nk 
L""ld c:: t h e =a~"1k c : e st, !: the S4_=e h e1aht aboVe! t he bottom. The 
assu.~:.io~ !. s !. ~a: t J1e .. ·er-tlcal var i ation in velocity 1s 10-
;a.r i t.~: lc. 7::e ,,·e!cci :. les ?lot.t.ec 1:1 Fiqs. 1 and 4 h a"re been 
! · .. er .. ,~d O·: or ~ 'l ::J" Ii .e. 9~ lOin sa:pl!nq intervals l . 

.... 

.. . 

~ 
EBB ~ FlOCX> 

VECTOR MAXIMA 
OC loelt 1980 
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!.!.2.:2!.: Summary of t.idal cu rrent vecto r informat ion . Measured angles 
quoted are from true north . Lenlilth of arrow equals approximate amplitude .. ' -.... , . ~----w-..d :-,.-

.. ; " 
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-:.1 I 

'i 
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be; I'OStTlONS __ ....... ~.....a , t 

Fi9. lb. Tid.l current. oe.surlnr; posit.lons on t..l':.e ba.,·U crou-sect.ion. R19 
p:n1t_iDn. t..o t he wst. of ba.'lk. crest 

The v values are plotted as Fig. l . 

In f lq . la, t-he va r iation bet'-een the 40 c o~f bank flow and 
~he 20 K f lL~ f law is cocpa r ed at 10 c above t h e bo~tOQ. The 
factor of 2 between t he oeasured: fl(7.ol5 1s predict.ed by t h '! 
re1at. ion Mv ... c onStcs_nt. 

In Pig. lb, t.he plot of v variation of! a 
we expect a !actor of 4 fr~ t he 40 e/l0 0 
cea_su.r ed factor i s closer t o 3~ 

on t he bank at 2 
e~th ratio . The 
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In F1g. lc, for v off and on the bank at 1 m we similarly ex
pect a factor of 4. The measured factor 1s 2 for the east-going 
flow and 1 for the west-g01ng flow. Obviously, while the re
lation Hv • const.~t is broadly correct it is not exact for the 
bank cres t . 

The u value s are plotted as Fig. 4. 

In Fig. 4a for the off bank and flank flows at 10 m height, the 
measured flow exactly co~flrrn s t he expectation u - constant . 

I n Fig. 4b for u of! and on the b an~ at 2 ~, the agreement be
t~een measured and expe cted results i s mostly good. 

I~ Fig. ~c !or U o!! a n~ on t he ban~ at 1 ~ agreement 1s still 
cood for a oortior: o~ t:-.e tida l cvc:'e. The relation u • constant 
is s hO" .. ' :1 : 0' ~e 5ubs:.an t l all~· correc~. 

The theor'J' c1\'en e a=l ier is cO:1sic!e :-ed to ~: ave oerformed well, 
a lthough anonalies are noted for ba~k cres~ values, particu
larly those low in ~he water colwnn. 

There ~ere no indication. that this confirnation of the theory 
h ad been corn?romised by · ... ind-wa .. ·e contamination of the Aandera. 
neter data, as duri~g 1980 , rough sea conditions prevailed over 
wuch o f : he data ccllecting period . However, similar results 
were obtained during 1981 i n calm condition •. 

Bank Cores 

Several of the sane-banks situated ~ithin the Southern Bight of 
the North Sea are !ound not to consist of a si ng le unit of sand 
from their top ' to t~eir base. From seismic reflection data the 
interiors o! some banks are sh~~n to consist of sediments with 
differing acoustic properties. This has been effectively demon
strated !or the Zee l and Ridges off the Dutch coast (Laban and 
Schutte~"elo 1981) ~here cores of o lder sediment have acted aa 
t he nucleii for the later growth of the modern sand ridges. This 
has also been demonstrated for sand-banks 1n closer prox~ty to 
the SOUL~ Falla. For exaople, the Galloper, some 15 km to the 
north, hos a slightly elevated rock core a! London Clay and some 
15 km to the west the ~enti sh Knock sand-bank has a rock core 
a c:ainst ·.·~lc~ some coarser sand and gravel has been piled 
ID'Olier 1981) . The South Falls also has a core of material 
~h 1ch was s~ept into position in t he earliest stages of the Flan
crian tra~s~resslc~ o! t~e sea at t~e end of t he last ice age 
(FIg. 5a ) . D:.: rinq '! ~. ls and ?re\'ious ice ad \'ance perhaps the 
Southern 31c~t hae ~en a land su rface across which can several 
ri vers prO':icinq a ?lentlful su??ly c! sane and gravel, The sea, 
o~ re-e~ '!e~ l~g t he area !ro~ t~e sou th , be~an to rework this 
Da~erlal ? us :--inq O'';C!'1 of it. by act io:'l of waves and the tide onto 
t::'e var lo:: s s~ll e l e vated areas t.h at existed on e ven thi s lov
l~~d ?l. !~. T~e ce~~=al sect ion of ~~e present South Falls sand
b~~ s ~a5 ~~=~r i ~5 ~4s:e:n si~e s~c~ a core ( Fi~. Sa ) . As sea 
le' ... e 1 r C's e :-?:1.n ec':. !. =:: ·.'as e! ~ecte~ · .. t th t.h e 1':".Ore nor t hem parts 
c~ t!"le :~=:- : :: Sea t !.i ::-: a::d a s':.= ,::>~~ : ida l sy ste!:l Cluch lixe that 
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!.!:.9.:..2!.:. Tidal current amplitude data for the off-bank position, This 1s 
to the west of the bank 1n 40 II "'ater depth 
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~ Tl~ va_riat.ion ot Zo. t.he ht! lC; ht. of z ~ ro speoed. Thi s is c41culat.ed 
tr01l the I~S shown above. (. ). and is unde ! ln~ for 10'-' speed levels 

ext.tinq today began to C_Ause e xtensi ve regi ona l sand transport. 
These various cores acted as nucleii for a ohase of sand-bank 
growth t hat stIll continues today. . 
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Bedform Analysis 

The sand ribbons s hown in Fig . 5b are situated on the upstream 
side of the sand-bank i~ res~ct to the regional direction of 
peak tidal flow. They are aligned ?arallel to the tidal streams 
and as such should curve in increasingly towards the crestline 
of the bank as they ap proach it. This 1s as predicted and can 
be seen quite clearly o~ this sonogram (Fig . Sb). 

Sediment Transport 

The red ';ctioc. of ' .. a~er speed with cecreasing height above the 
bed is · .. ·e~l :!ec\o:-. s:ratec by the plc:. of readings for the off 
bank ri g (Ftg. 6a ) I~s;:ection of ~ :·,e ?lots indicates that the 
consi5te~tl: h l g~e .ater speeds are fr om the meters further 
from t~e seabed. I is o~ten assune~ that this increase of velo
city ~i:h ~ei9ht 1 c r ease 1s logarl~~mic. 

Loaarit~~ic ?rofi:e 

To chec~ t:-.e vall:!l ty o! t he assun::-:lon a regression of speed on 
1n z was pe r!"ormec !or all of the , -min averaged speed values 
(fig. 6~). The heig~t at which the s?eed profile cuts the zero 
speed line 'Ja. g1':on by 0.1 < Zo ' 1.0 em. Thls allows the cal
culatlo:1 of t he s;.ear ve locity U. a:\d shear stress t. Using 
the Shields relatio~ it i5 found ttat this stress is sufficient 
to entrain sand grains u? to 2 mm ci~eter for >60\ of the tidal 
cycle. 

Bank Mob il1 ~ \' 

The measured on-ba."Ik flo'J exceeds t:'e off-bank flow and if loga
rithmic should entrain sand grains ~? to 2 mm diam. Paradoxi
cally. t he b~nk material i s fine sand 0.2 mm diameter . If the 
on-bank flo- has ~~e s~~e excess tractive force as that measured 
at t he o!f- ba."Ik ?os~tion then sedl~ent could be transported 
10 km fron the ba.~k on each tide. Hor i zontal diffusion would 
spread this l:laterial. rapidly destroying t he bank unless t he re 
was soee strong ba~~-building mecha~ l sm not present in our 
simple model. Furt~err~re. t he me chanis m must act equally for 
each t lc!al c!irectio:'1 or t.he !lank -.o·Jld change posi tion as well 
as s hape 'J~erea$ · .. ·e ~elieve t. hat t.:-.e bank ha. s been 1n existence 
s ince a~ earlier ~~a5e o~ the fla ne: l an transgression. 

We ha ve cO:'1~irmec 3 locally l~c:ea ec rou~hnes5 on the bank top 
eve~.here excep~ ~~e ~;=ren t oete r19 posi t ion. We have as
sumed t: .. at t::'ls c o ·..:... .. ters t.he !. u :r~ ·.l e:-.ce da=.ping effect of re
duced dept h s uch to.At etc" viscos i :, does :lot vary over the bank. 
The ef~~c-t. : ~a t. ::-.:5 co";lt! h a .. .-e 01": :ocal sedicent critical shear 
stress \Oal'!.Ies is ::-.0 ':. clea=. 

" 
~ 

j 
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~ Cross-section of Sou~h F'alls sand-bank showing initial core 
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FIg. 6b. SonoQru of sand ribbons to the east of South 1'all5. Ships track. 
r ight to lett . tov.trds sw 

The two mechanisms of tidal residual current due to Huthnance 
(197 3) have been proposed as a possible bank building mechanism 

Spiral currents were suggested by Houbo lt (1968), generated by 
a difference in on- and off - bank s urface velocity. We have not 
investiqated the upper 20 m of t.he off- bank flow and cannot 
therefore r ule out this effect. H~~ever t.he fieldwor k s uggests 
t ha t any difference ls, at t he ve r y least. not large on the 
South falls bank . The concept of a seconda ry fl~~ eight still 
be useful if we could cO:lsider sooe intensification of the bot-

boundary fl~~ where the bed- load transportation occurs . 
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The lack of spatial varla~ion 1n ~he measured water velocity 
alcng a narrow bank does s ~ c;gest that the superposition of aep
arate solut ions may yield a good ~el for the velocity field. 

I 
·'l Although the kinematic £qs. (4) quite successfully modelled the 

measured velocity field, we muat interpret this vith caution. 
The model rejecta much of t he dynamics in order to focus on a 
pa~ ~ lcu lar aspec t - t he bank -~elated sea surface slope. The re
ject ed t e r.:ls will have an e~!ect and may dominate for some bank 
c o:-. ! igurations. \ie must def initely restrict the use of this mo
de: to ver t narra~ banks. 

· :·'~. I 

I t ".&5 t o ':le borne in mine ~ n co.-.sideri r., the fieldwork that the 
RC·:': SaOo' or. i u s r o t o r can be con tar..l:'1ated by WAve action. In ad
d l :~ on t~e current me t erl n; posl :ion was chosen since it was 
t~e on l y ?art of any bank o ~ those in t he Southern Bight that 
'''E :' nves H ,ated t hat had '-'0 sand-· .. aves. "'h ile this did make it 
possi ble to measure bank ~ l o·" ve:ocit1e. ·"ith no fear of con
ta.."7.in At i o r. f rom local sane! '",'a ve e ~fects, it 1s an anomalous 
re <; !.on . 

Fu.o; '.lre Wor!:. 

The t rapped ",ave associated ·"Hh a narrow sand-bank described by 
(P,."' ) Y • 0 is to be further investigated. We intend to explore 
t he possibility that thil effect could be a factor ensuring the 
sta':l ility of linear sand ridges and also a possible mechanism 
! o= bank ~e nesis through fla" over a roughness element or bank 
cor~ . 

A "'elk coupling between SO" ... sAne-·"ave. and surface waves has been 
s u~~ested by Hammond and Heathers~aw (1981). This coupling ef
fect between lurface waves L,d sea bed featurea, whether land
WI\Oe s or sand-bank.s 1s gi ve :'l support by & Synthetic Aperture 
Rae !r SCL' of the Dover Straits region from Seas at (Kenyon 1981). 
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